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Abstract 

This thesis combines the recent historiography on the Cuban Revolution with a 

theoretical approach to put forth a new mode of analysis for the ideological origin and 

guide of the Cuban Revolution. The role of Cuban history in the lexicon of the Cuban 

Revolution has been prominent, and it has provided the ideological background of the 

Revolution. The leadership's focus on Cuban history makes it organic in the Gramscian 

sense of organic versus traditional intellectuals. 

By analyzing the historical narrative with the assistance of the recent 

historiography, this thesis will show that the leadership of the 1959 Revolution had a 

blueprint for revolution, as well as a reference to the main obstacles to real change in 

Cuba: the power of the United States and the segment of the Cuban elite that willingly 

mortgaged sovereignty for economic and social stability in the vain of Cardoso and 

Falleto's analysis of dependency theory. 
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Introduction 

In the movie Havana, Robert Redford takes two adventure seeking American 

women to see the "real" Havana. The tour consisted of various cabarets, brothels, sex 

shows, and plenty of booze. Redford's character, a mob-affiliated gambler, gives the two 

ladies a thorough tour, and then takes both of them back to his apartment. In real life, this 

version of Havana in the 1950's could especially be found in the barrio of Colon. 1 It was 

well known for prostitution, opium dens, pornographic movie theaters and the availability 

of recreational drugs. Americans who came to Havana for vacations, conventions, 

business, or shore leave often frequented this seedier side of the bucolic tropical paradise 

advertised so extensively in the United States. 2 

The leaders of the 1959 Cuban Revolution made it a top priority to make Robert 

Redford's "real" Havana disappear. They drove the Mafia out, banned casinos, closed the 

brothels, reeducated prostitutes, and clamped down on the distribution and use of drugs. 3 

Colon was a particular target of this campaign, which was claimed a success by the mid 

1960's. The vices that gave Colon such a notorious reputation had been eliminated by the 

Revolution. However, that reputation has remained. 

In 2004, upon being told that I had rented a room in Colon, a Vedado resident 

gave a look of disgust. Asked why they reacted in such a way, the resident replied, "Hay 

gente mal." ("They are bad people") Asked to elaborate, the resident added "Son gente 

marginal. Hay muchas drogas." ("They are marginal people. There's a lot of drugs") So it 

1 Colon is situated one street west of the Prado, and is bordered on the north by the Malec6n (the famous 
seaside promenade) and on the south by Barrio Chino (Chinatown). 
2 Schwartz, Rosalie, Pleasure Island: Tourism and Temptation in Cuba, Lincoln, NE: University of 
Nebraska Press, 1997. 
3 For the official version of the campaign against prostitution and its effects, see Esp in, Yilma, Cuban 
Women Confront the Future, ed. Deborah Shnookal, Ocean Press 1991. Vilma Espin is the head of the 
Federaci6n de Mujeres Cubanas, which is the vanguard organization for Cuban women. 
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would seem that despite 45 years of revolutionary policies of social leveling and the 

elimination of class distinction in the cities, Colon has maintained its reputation as a vice 

ridden barrio full of bad people.4 What makes this even more interesting is that Vedado 

and Miramar, which were respectable bastions of the middle and upper middle class, 

have also maintained their pre-Revolution distinctions despite the fact that most of the 

original residents of these districts left in the mass exodus of the middle and upper classes 

during the first few years of the Revolution. Yet, people in Colon refer to the present-day 

residents as "gente de clase." ("people of class", or "classy people"/ 

This anecdote speaks directly to arguments about change versus continuity in 

revolutions, as well as the negotiation between citizens and the state regarding policies. 

These arguments point to the debate about the ideological origins of the 1959 Cuban 

Revolution and the subsequent attempts to define it. What changes were intended? Was 

the eventual course of the revolution a historical accident? Was this a Communist 

Revolution all along? Has it ever been a Communist Revolution? What ideological 

sources guided the revolution? These questions have been answered in a variety of ways, 

none of which have been definitive. 

In regards to the question of the ideological guidance of the Revolution, this thesis 

seeks to attempt another answer that moves away from structural determinism, Marxist 

interpretations, and Cold War conspiracy theories. These answers have often pointed to 

U.S. belligerence, economic stagnation, or poverty. Others have pointed to the Soviet 

4 These labels were also applied to the barrios of Jesus Maria and Atares, which have been historically 
poorer districts, and predominantly Afro-Cuban, as well as the destination for illegal migrants from the 
east. 
5 The residents of these districts were also described to me as 9 to Sers, not as any sort of Communist Party 
officials or people of importance. Rather, bureaucrats, low-level professionals and others that would be 
considered "middle class". 



Union, or rather to the pre-Revolutionary Marxist orientation of Che Guevara and Raul 

Castro and the post-Revolutionary adoption of Communism as the answer. Almost all 

answers give ample agency to Fidel Castro, thejefe maxima. Fidel Castro, unlike Che 

Guevara, was not motivated by idealistic notions of international revolution. Castro was, 

and is, a son of Cuba. He is a direct creation of the contested and volatile society, 

economics, politics, and history of the two Cuban Republics. As such, the Cuban 

Revolution is a product of the same source. Guevara's Marxism did not bring Fidel 

Castro to power, nor was it what pushed the Cuban Revolution towards socialism and 

alliance with the Soviet Union. The explanation lies in Cuban history, and the 

understanding of that history both by regular Cubans and the revolutionaries themselv·es. 

5 

This is not a teleological argument. The Cuban Revolution was not an inevitable 

result of the course of Cuban history. Rather, how ordinary Cubans, as well as the 

revolutionaries themselves , viewed Cuban history influenced how they reacted to and 

moved forward not only in the fight against Batista, but also in the understanding of what 

Cuba should be, and the course its Revolution should take. For many, the vision of Cuba 

was embodied in Jose Marti- the "Apostle" of Cuban independence. With Marti, there 

was an articulated vision of a Cuba that was sovereign, free , and equal. It was Marti who 

fused a social conscience to the fight for independence from Spain. However, the vision 

of Marti was not the only historical reference for Cubans. 

The history of Cuba since "discovery" has not been a story of triumph, victory, 

peace, or prosperity. Throughout the colonial period, and later as a Republic, Cuba and 

Cubans struggled with economic instability, foreign domination, slavery, 

underdevelopment, and a contested sense of national identity. It took thirty years of war 
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and political struggle to achieve independence, only to face renewed political subjugation 

under a different name and a different power, the United States. It was this history that 

defined how many Cubans saw their country, as well as its political, social and economic 

situation. It also defined the consciousness of revolutionaries in Cuba. 

The Cuban Revolution was (is) a Historical Revolution.6 The inspiration for and 

course taken during the Revolution has emanated directly from the memory and lessons 

of Cuban history. The 1959 Revolution was one in a series of struggles that sought to 

achieve a vision of Cuba that had been frustrated throughout its past. Not only has the 

history given a vision (Jose Marti), a motivation ( cheated destiny), and a regional context 

(Caribbean export economy) to Cuban nationalism, but it has also identified the enemies. 

The enemies are those that actively robbed Cuba of its sovereignty and social justice. 

They are the dominating foreign powers (first Spain, then the United States) and the elite 

within Cuba that collaborated with those foreign powers at the expense of Cubans. 

The definition of Historical Revolution treats the Cuban Revolution on its own 

terms, as opposed to an abstract definition fit for theoretical comparison. In the broader 

sense, the Cuban Revolution was (is) organic. The issues and goals were a product of 

Cuba's historical experience, and the intellectuals of the 1959 Revolution were organic 

intellectuals in a Gramscian sense. 7 Rather than being schooled in abstract Marxist or 

Soviet doctrines and goals of revolution, the Cuban Revolutionaries were first and 

foremost schooled in the Cuban experience. 8 While the Castro brothers, Che Guevara, 

6 The main theoretical reference for this assertion wi II be Cardoso, Fernando Henrique; Faletto, Enzo, 
Dependency and Development in Latin America, Berkeley: University of California Press, 1979. 
7 Gramsci, Antonio, Prison Notebooks, New York: Jnternational Publishers, 1971, 3-23. 
8 Of course, there were Marxists among the Revolutionaries, notably Raul Castro and Che Guevara, but 
they did not set the course and ends of the revolution , nor were they the necessary winning element for the 
Revolution. 



and others in the movement had no doubt read and were aware of Marxist and Leninist 

theories of revolution, the Cuban reality trumped all other theoretical influences, no 

matter how small or great. The fact that the Cuban Revolution became embedded in the 

Cold War context should not undermine this view. 

The invocation of history- both struggle and triumph- has been the foundational 

rhetoric of the Cuban Revolution at home. According to Louis Perez, 

It was history that Fidel Castro consciously employed and 
instinctively emulated- the exile, the disembarkation, the 
invasion, the victory. The style, the rhetoric, the metaphors
the very raison d'etre of struggle- were all purposefully 
calculated to invoke forms familiar in the collective 
memory. 9 

The fact that the invocation of Cuban history has been so effective speaks to its primacy 

in the forging of the Revolutionary struggle from the onset- both in popular support and 

7 

intimate design. Not only did this history resonate in the Cuban collective memory, but it 

was also at the core of the ideological construction of the Revolution from its onset. 

Going further, the persistence of certain historically identifiable enemies within 

the present serves to bolster the Cuban Revolution's historical interpretation and 

integration. The actions of the United States in its attempt to halt the Revolution 

supported the claim that Cubans had been robbed of their sovereignty multiple times by 

forei gn powers acting in their own interests. The ruthlessness with which the Cuban 

emigre community engaged in opposition to not only the Revolution, but the Cuban 

people as well supported the notion that there had been a "traitorous" element within 

9 Perez, Jr. , Louis, "Enterprise of History," Cuban Studies. 
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Cuba. 10 This was especially made clear by those elements of the emigre community that, 

with the sponsorship of the U.S. , engaged in terrorist acts. Ultimately, the embargo and 

other counterrevolutionary actions fell right into Fidel Castro's lap as ammunition for the 

war of words, as well as capital in the consolidation of power. 11 

The emigre Cuban elite and U.S. foreign policy buttressed the Revolution's claim 

to historical legitimacy, and as a result they also gave the Revolution room to maneuver. 

The Cuban State that was created after 1959 initiated a trial and enor approach to the 

project of state formation. Different ideas and structures were put in place to not only 

ensure an equitable reorganization of society and services, but also to restructure the 

Cuban economy. With a firm link to the Cuban tradition of struggle, Castro and others in 

the State freely criticized themselves when new projects, policies, or economic schemes 

failed- which was (is) a fairly regular occurrence. These criticisms were often followed 

by action and reform from the State itself. Perhaps the most significant example of this 

process of self-criticism came in 1970 with the failure of the Gran Zafra. 12 The regime 

responded with the institutionalization of the Revolution and the drafting of a new 

constitution which was ratified in 1976. 13 

10 "emigre" is being used here instead of "exile" which I feel is a loaded term that is often used for political 
purposes. The term "emigre" is a more neutral term that better suits the intentions of this essay. While some 
actions taken were specifically targeted at government officials and the state, many acts of sabotage killed 
civilians, affected food supplies, and otherwise disturbed daily life for average Cubans. 
11 See Schwartzman, Kathleen, "Can International Boycotts Transform Political Systems? The Cases of 
Cuba and South Africa", Latin American Politics and Society Vol. 43 no. 2 (summer): 115-146 for a 
critique of how the embargo has played a role in Cuban politics and society, as well as how its design does 
not conform with Cuban conditions. 
12 The Gran Zafra (Grand Harvest) was the much touted 10 million ton sugar harvest planned for 1970. 
Every aspect of Cuban politics and economics was directed into this endeavor, which was a record harvest, 
but fell an estimated 1.5 million tons short of the 10 million ton goal. 
13 For purposes here, the Revolution will be examined from 1953 to 1976. 1976 is a suitable cut off date 
due to the adoption of a constitution and the end of the trial-and error experimentation in favor of 
institutionalization and a measure of decentralization. 
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Historical integration and the maintenance of the regime through both domestic 

failures and international pressures speak to the fact that Fidel Castro and the Cuban 

Revolution have survived on more than secret police and force. There are other forces at 

work in Cuba that have a long tradition beyond the bearded ones. 14 The historical studies 

of Cuba and the 1959 Revolution have been grappling with this concept, bringing our 

understanding of what happened to a more sophisticated and useful level. A 

sophisticated, articulated view of the historical significance of the Cuban Revolution is 

useful , if not critical at this point, as the uncertainty of what will occur in Cuba after the 

departure of Fidel Castro becomes ever more eminent, and the debate remains locked in a 

Manichean Cold War rhetoric. 

In past years, the historiography on the Cuban Revolution has not only been 

divided on several ideological lines , but its focus shihs as contemporary conditions on the 

island change. Essentially, the journalist-driven accounts of the Revolution that started 

everything have left a legacy within the historical studies for the Revolution. Because 

there is no identifiable "end" for this period, the subject has always been in limbo 

between history and current events. 15 As a result, much of the work has been quite 

charged, ranging from bitter to blind admiration. 

There two of the most pervasive interpretations that have direct bearing on this 

thesis. The first is what Efren Cordova calls the "conspiracy theory," which holds that 

Fidel Castro was a committed Communist from the beginning, and deliberately masked 

14 The guerillas fighting under Castro all had beards, which ultimately became a trademark. They were 
often referred to by Cubans as las barbudos- the bearded ones. 
15 Kapcia, Antoni, Cuba: Island of Dreams, Oxford:Berg, 2000. Kapcia's breakdown of the historiography 
in both approaches and waves is very useful. See pages 2-5. 
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his real intentions until power had been secured. 16 The other has argued that Castro was 

pragmatic in his choice of ideological bearings and structural models. Particularly, this 

trend tends to view the move towards socialism as a strategic play on the Cold War 

geopolitical situation. By courting the Soviet Union, Castro was able to check the 

overwhelming power that the United States had exercised over Cuba's politics, 

economics, and society. 17 

Both interpretations, as well as others, have merits and weaknesses. Castro 

himself has never been very clear on exactly when he became a Marxist-Leninist. 

Furthermore, the argument can be- and has been- made that his choice of dates and 

ideology has been motivated first and foremost by the political and ideological needs of 

the time in which he was speaking. 18 This will no doubt continue to be a debate among 

scholars of the Cuban Revolution, and this thesis does not pretend to offer a final word on 

the matter. However, I do hope to offer an interpretation that addresses both, and allows 

for a middle ground on which an effective analysis and constructive discourse can be 

anchored. To the conspiracy theorists , I offer a perspective on the qualitative resonance 

that Fidel Castro's rhetoric and vision have found in Cuba. To the pragmatists, I offer an 

interpretation of just what the wider political pragmatism had to at the least negotiate 

with, and at the most directly depend on: Cuban history. 

In recent years, there have been several works on the Cuban Revolution that have 

taken newer directions. In terms of the recent historiography, I attempt to pick up the 

arguments made by Marifeli Perez-Stable 's The Cuban Revolution: Origins, Course, and 

16 Cordova, Efren, Castro and the Cuban l abor Movement: Statecraft and Society in a Revolutionary 
Period (1959-196/), Lanham, MD: University Press of America, 1987, 4. 
17 Castaneda, Jorge, Utopia Unarmed, ; Parker, Noel , Revolutions and Histoty , Cambridge: Polity Press, 
1999, 64-65 , 81-86. 
18 Parker, Noel , 81-86. 
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Legacy. 19 Perez-Stable argues that the radicalization of the 1959 Revolution came from 

trends in Cuban society and politics in place before 1959. Stemming from those trends, 

Castro's power is maintained by a discursive dynamic in which the Revolution, the 

patria, and Fidel are conflated into a single entity. Furthermore, she argues that post-1959 

Cuba has not only been separated from pre-1959 history, but also isolated from the Latin 

American context. She argues that these gaps need to be bridged by new approaches. By 

bringing together other works that have focused solely on pre-Revolutionary Cuba, as 

well as theory on revolution, I propose another interpretive bridge between pre and post 

1959 Cuban history. 

The other authors that have also produced works on elements of Cuban history aid 

in this reorientation of the Revolution. Luis Perez Jr. 's study of Cuba during the Platt 

Amendment has been a mainstay for several years. 20 His analysis of the ways in which 

North American culture was transferred to Cuba, lends to a deeper understanding of the 

contested nature of Cuban society and identity. 21 Elements of the North American 

cultural transfer certainly aided in the economic and political subjugation of Cuba by the 

United States, but it also reveals the sharp divisions it created in Cuban society over the 

long run beginning at the end of the eighteenth century. 

19 
Perez-Stable, Marifeli; The Cuban Revolution: Origins, Course, and Legacy, New York: Oxford 

University Press 1999 211
d ed. 

20 
Perez Jr. , Louis, Cuba Under the Platt Amendment 1902-1934, Pittsburgh: University of Pittsburgh 

Press, 1986. The Platt Amendment was a part of the 1902 Cuban Constitution which made Cuba a virtual 
colony of the United States. See Appendix I for text. 
21 Perez, Louis A, On Becoming Cuban: identity, Nationality, and Culture, Chapel Hill: University of 
North Carolina Press, 1999. 
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In a similar vain of cultural and social ideas developing in Cuba, Joan Casanovas' 

work on anarchist-led trade unions is very refreshing in the study of Cuba.22 Cuban 

anarchists have not been addressed by most scholars. This is also true of Cuban Marxist 

historians, who try to depict the anarchists as mere precursors to a Marxist Revolutionary 

consciousness.23 Casanovas ' work adds to the literature in terms of uncovering the varied 

radical trends in Cuban society over the long run, but also not as a direct lineage to the 

1959 Revolution. 

Ada Ferrer's work on race and the insurgency of the Cuban Independence Wars 

also adds to a greater understanding of the historical narrative. 24 The radicalization of the 

Independence movement - particularly in terms of abolition and race relations- was very 

much a negotiation between the leadership and rank-and-file soldiers. It was the rank-

and-file, largely composed of runaway slaves, freedmen, and mulattos that spurred the 

negotiation through their participation and forcing the leadership to accommodate in an 

ideological sense. This tradition of radicalization by the participants just begs to be 

compared to the process of radicalization in 1959-1962, which Perez-Stable argues also 

came from demands and expectations of the participants. 

Another work of importance is Charles Ameringer's book on the Autenticos.25 

This was the political party formed by Grau San Martin in the wake of the 1933 

revolution, which held the presidency from 1944 to 1952 and was overthrown by Batista. 

22 
Casanovas, Joan, Bread, or Bullets!: Urban Labor and Spanish Colonialism in Cuba, 1850-1898, 

Pittsburgh: University of Pittsburgh Press, 1998. 
23 Instituto de Historia de! Movirniento Cornunista y de la Revoluci6n Socialista de Cuba, El Movimiento 
Obrero Cubano: Documentos y Articulo, Toma 1 1865- 1925, La Habana: Editorial de Ciencias Sociales, 
1981 , 110-114. 
24 Ferrer, Ada, Insurgent Cuba: Race, Nation, and Revolution, 1868- 1898, Chapel Hill: The University of 
North Caro lina Press, 1999. 
25 Ameringer, Charles D., The Cuban Democratic Experience: The Autentico Years, 1944-1952, 
Gainesville, FL: University Press of Florida, 2000. 
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Ameringer takes the Autentico years out of their traditional place in the historiography as 

the guys who screwed up democracy in Cuba, which led to Batista's 1952 coup, and then 

ultimately led to the 1959 Revolution. Instead, Ameringer analyses the Autentico's 

platform and policies on their own merits and idiosyncrasies. The years from 1940 to 

1952 were the only era in which democracy functioned in Cuba. It developed out of the 

failed revolution of 1933, and was also the era in which the generation of Fidel Castro 

came of age. To merely write off these years as an era of corruption and gangsterismo 

overlooks the period on its own, but also its implications for the second Batistado and the 

1959 Revolution. 

What these works represent is a look at what was going on in Cuba beneath the 

familiar narrative. By going deeper, we can get a better sense of why sugar dependency, 

Plattist politics, and revolution had such an impact. Going further, we can get a better 

sense of how various Cubans fit into the larger historical tradition. By getting a better 

sense of the historical experience outside of the political narrative, we can better 

understand the resonance of the Revolution's use of Cuban history. Once this resonance 

is conceptualized, we see the organic nature of the 1959 Cuban Revolution. 

The historiography further speaks to the organic nature of the Cuban Revolution 

in other ways. Rather than reading history with the intent of linking it directly to the 1959 

Revolution, the new literature is illustrating how dissent and radical politics have been a 

consistent norm in Cuba, while at the same time, a normative authority has never been 

established. The continuing contestation of political power has been complimented by a 

contestation of national identity that had never been consolidated. Memory of the 

historical struggle had been perpetuated by the fact that it continued unabated. Each 
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generation had its own example of the struggles and betrayals, reminding Cuban society 

as a whole of the precarious balance of dissent and authority. The fact that the 1959 

Revolution picked up on this history and used it should not separate it from that history. 

By examining Cuban history according to the Revolution, I hope to illustrate where and 

how that history was picked up on. 

Chapter One outlines the regional and historical context from which modern Cuba 

developed. The thrust of the analysis is the emergent Cuban nation and the issues and 

forces that shaped its earliest incarnations under Spanish rule. The social, economic, and 

political patterns set during the colonial era would continue into the twentieth century. 

These patterns influenced the alternative vision of Cuba. The intransigence of these 

patterns set the tone for a revolutionary effervescence that evolved through the late 

nineteenth and early twentieth century, peaking in 1959-61. Going further, nature of 

political and social power patterns developed into a severe breach between ardent 

nationalists and keepers of the status quo. Specifically, the wealthy elite vested in agro

export maintained relations with the colonial power out of fear of losing privilege, 

wealth, and status. The consistency of the tactics and patterns of these two forces created 

a historical blueprint from which the architects of the 1959 Revolution drew reference for 

planning, as well as consolidation. 

Chapter Two examines the birth and suppression of radical nationalism in Cuba, 

beginning with the ever-present figure of Jose Marti. While a new sense of national 

identity and vision was put forth by Marti , the persistence of the patterns set in the 

nineteenth century deepened the divide between those who sought the vision and those 

who kept the status quo. The First Republic represented a suppression of Marti's 
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revolutionary vision of 1895-98. At the same time, however, it fostered the explosive 

reemergence of that vision in 1933. The outburst of revolutionary fervor in 1933 inspired 

a reexamination of Cuba's history, its struggle for independence, and its identity as a 

nation. The resulting discourse radicalized politics, as well as political action. The 

revolutionaries of 1959 came of age during these radical and volatile years. It was the 

political discourse of the time, and above all the perception of Cuban history, that 

ultimately shaped their actions from the attack on the Moncada barracks in 1953 to the 

Special Period in 1991. 

Chapter Three looks at how the ideological (i.e. historical) orientation of the 1959 

Revolution developed out of the turbulent politics of the Autentico years (1944-1952). 

Beginning with La Historia me Absolvera, this chapter will show that despite whatever 

modifications the leadership applied to the language of the Revolution, Cuban history and 

identity remained at the center. Several theoretical approaches to revolution will be 

applied for analysis of how the revolution has explained itself at home and abroad, as 

well the organic interpretation being used here. 

The Epilogue recounts field research carried out in July of 2004 in Havana. While 

researching government housing initiatives, many of the observations made have directly 

contributed to the conception of this work and are indicative of its conclusions. The case 

study of state housing policy offers a concrete example of how larger historical 

experiences have influenced daily routines, and vice-versa. It will be reiterated several 

times in the following pages that the Cuban Revolution is very much in the present. 

Meeting the people and experiencing the system convinced me of the need for new 
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interpretations that take a strong step away from polemic and the abstract when analyzing 

the origins of the Cuban Revolution. 

This thesis uses recent historiography on the Cuban Revolution to analyze the 

ideological, theoretical, and intellectual aspects of the origins of the Cuban Revolution. 

The maimer in which I propose to do this is to examine the historical narrative as it has 

been seen by the revolutionaries. The concept of historical revolution provides an 

alternative lens with which the Cuban Revolution can be analyzed. This new framework 

will be especially useful as the Cold War becomes ever more distant and Fidel Castro 

continues to maintain power ever longer after the demise of the Cold War. Indeed, the 

open ended nature of this subject should compel historians to look deeper at how the 

course of the 1959 Cuban Revolution has reflected pre-Revolutionary Cuba. 

Fidel Castro once said, "Revolution neither capitalist, Communist, nor center but 

rather a step in advances of all. "26 Whether or not this was a genuine sentiment, it 

provides an interesting and relevant guide post for this work. The ultimate goal of the 

Revolution was to improve the lives of Cubans through the restructuring of the nation

state and to realize the dream of Cuba Libre. The historical record did not provide an 

example of a Cuban system that had worked to achieve these ends. Nevertheless, the 

Revolution would be Cuban, and the historical narrative of the Revolution reflects that. 

26 Castro, Fidel, Interview, Return from Caracas, 1959. 



Chapter 1: Cuba Under Spain 

Historical Lineage: The Roots of a Nation and a Revolution 

Cuba is an island of immigrants and emigres. In constant 
movement and danger. Coveted by the great powers. Invaded by 
buccaneers and pirates. Occupied by Spaniards, Britons, North 
Americans. An island of sugar and tobacco, of misery and 
slavery: rebellion itself 1 

When Columbus landed in the Caribbean to claim "Adam's will" for Spain, the 
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foundation was laid for four hundred years of inter-colonial struggles, slavery, economic 

globalization, and cultural encounters.2 The scramble for colonies in the New World set 

the powers of Europe on an elaborate quest for conquest. Although the "Age of Empire" 

came much later, the New World was the venue for its early roots. At the center of this 

scramble was the Caribbean. The British, French, Dutch, and Danish grabbed any and all 

islands they could, and when possible, snatched them from Spain. 

It could be argued that the Caribbean islands were the most thoroughly 

transformed of all the conquered lands in the New World.3 The combination of forced 

labor and the introduction of disease rapidly rendered the Carib Indian population all but 

extinct. Bartalome de Las Casas ' accounts of the voracity with which the Spanish 

exterminated the indigenous inhabitants of Santo Domingo, Cuba, Puerto Rico, and 

1 Franqui , Carlos, Diary of the Cuban Revolution, New York: Viking Penguin Inc., I 980, p. ix. 
2 Williams, Eric, From Columbus to Castro: The History of the Caribbean, 
3 This is not meant to trivialize the obviously immense impact of Spanish colonialism on the mainland. I 
am referring more to how while many Indigenous populations were decimated by the conquest, they did not 
disappear. Quite the contrary, many indigenous groups retained their culture, identity, and language up to 
the present day. Indians and Spaniards also culturally and racially mixed to create large Mestizo and Ladino 
populations. In other words, pre-colonial peoples and systems shaped colonial societies in a very powerful 
way, whereas in the Caribbean, colonial society was not influenced by pre-colonial peoples in a significant 
way- except maybe by their absence. 
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Jamaica provide us a glimpse at how quickly- and how thoroughly- the islands were 

depopulated. "Thus it was that the whole of the island [Cuba] was devastated and 

depopulated, and it now affords, as we discovered on a recent visit, a moving and heart-

rending spectacle, transformed, as it had been, into one vast, barren wasteland."4 With the 

notable exception of tobacco smoking, few traces of these people's culture, society, and 

language remain. The response to this was European settlement and the mass importation 

of African slaves. With the racial, social, and economic slate wiped clean early on, the 

colonial powers created from scratch a new and unique population. What they created 

were plantation slave societies in the service of King Sugar. 

There were two distinct aspects of these new societies. First, thousands of 

Africans were introduced as slaves. From this , free black populations, maroon 

communities, and a population of mixed race mulattos developed alongside European 

colonists and white creoles. Attrition of plantation slaves was incredibly high, and the 

demand for new imports was even higher. This demographic mix resulted in the culture 

of the Caribbean that is present today. The encounters of religion, music, language, and 

traditions within the crucible of colonialism resulted in Afro-Latin rhythms and music, 

Creole languages, and syncretic religions of African and Catholic origin, such as Voodoo, 

Santeria, and Rastafarianism. 

The second aspect of these societies was the pattern of economic development. 

The need for slaves put the Caribbean at the forefront of the slave trade, and thus became 

4 De Las Casas, Bartalome; translated by Nigel Griffen, A Short Account of the Destruction of the Indies, 
New York: Penguin Books, 1992, 30. Las Casas' accounts of the decimation of the indigenous populations 
have been the subject of intense speculation, contention and discussion. The main issue is the population 
levels of the indigenous populations prior to the Spanish arrival. Las Casas' estimations are generally 
regarded to be at least somewhat inflated , if not very exaggerated. However, his accounts of the rapidity 
and brutality of the depopulation specifically in the Caribbean- which are drawn from his first hand 
observations- are generally accepted as accurate. 
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the slave depot for the New World. The trade between Africa, the Americas, and Europe 

that developed was incredibly lucrative for England, Holland, France, Portugal, and 

Spain. Slaves were essential for the sugar plantations that were feeding Europe's 

increasingly demanding sweet tooth. The process of industrialization and urbanization 

and the resulting changes in lifestyle habits progressively increased the demand for New 

World products such as sugar, coffee, tobacco, and chocolate. Thus, the Caribbean 

islands developed as plantation economies that produced non-food items exclusively for 

export. As a result, the Caribbean colonies were not developed to be self-sufficient. 5 

The clash in economic philosophies was matched- if not exceeded- by the clash 

over territories. The seventeenth and eighteenth centuries saw the lucrative rise of King 

Sugar. Sugar became the sole reason for colonies in the Caribbean, and as a result the 

colonies became extremely valuable. The colonial powers of Europe competed and 

fought for control of sugar producing colonies. The Spanish continually lost ground in the 

struggle, losing half of Hispaniola to the French, Jamaica to the British, and several 

smaller islands among the European powers. In addition, the British occupied Havana 

itself in 1763. Pirates, often in the service of rival European governments, preyed upon 

merchant ships and ports. Europeans arrived in the colonies to set up sugar plantations 

and often returned home millionaires. 6 

The most lucrative sugar colony was French Saint Domingue. In addition to 

having high output and efficient production, sugar from Saint Domingue was of a 

particularly exceptional quality. The British longed to snatch this jewel from their rival's 

empire. Their opportunity came in 1789 with the French Revolution. However, fate did 

5 Williams, Eric, 328-346, 374-392. 
6 Ibid. 
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not favor the British, nor did it favor the French. Quite to the contrary, the ensuing 

colonial struggle resulted not only in the first independent nation in the Caribbean, but 

the only slave revolt in history to successfully overthrow the institution of slavery and 

establish a nation. This was more than a break away colony: this was a black republic. 7 

The existence of this black republic would shake the very foundation of West Indian 

colonialism. 

If there was a fear of "another Cuba" after 1960, there was outright paranoia 

surrounding the idea of "another Haiti" after 1791. News of the rebellion and Revolution 

was suppressed or downplayed in other slaveholding colonies- including the United 

States. Slave owners across the region sought to prevent such a catastrophic event from 

repeating. There had always been fears of slave revolts and rioting, but the idea of a 

Slave Revolution and the successful abolition of slavery had not yet been contemplated.8 

The voracity with which the Haitian slaves took the ideals of the French 

Revolution was a serious challenge to slavery as an institution. This challenge to slavery 

may have shaken that peculiar institution at its very foundation, but it would be another 

century before slavery would be eradicated. The Haitian Revolution did secure the 

abohtion of slavery in the other French colonies, and it became a strong argument for the 

abolitionists in Great Britain. Before the Haitian conflict had ended, Britain had already 

moved to abolish the slave trade and favor free 1abor.9 In certain ways, however, the 

7 James, C.L.R., The Black Jacobins, New York: Vintage Books, 1989. This is the classic work on the 
Haitian Revolution and Toussaint L'Ouverture. See also Williams, Eric, From Columbus to Castro, 237-
280. Williams' work centers on slavery in the Caribbean. Both authors, Williams in particular, discuss the 
wider implications of the Haitian Revolution in the Western Hemisphere, particularly the historiography's 
silence on Haiti. 
8 Ibid . 
9 This was by no means a completely moralistic gesture on the part of the British. Cheap labor was 
abundant in newly acquired India, which was planned as the new source of sugar for the British Empire. 
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Haitian Revolution actually strengthened slavery in other places just as it abolished at 

home. This was most dramatically carried out in Cuba. 

With the prime sugar producing colony out of the game, Cuba stepped in to fill 

the void. Cuba had produced sugar prior to the Haitian Revolution, but it was not the 

primary product. Tobacco in particular was a very important commodity, as Havana 

tobacco products were world famous for their quality and luxury. 10 However, once Haiti 

was out of the sugar picture, Cuba's perfect sugar growing soil and climate were put into 

full use, progressively taking over land from tobacco, grazing, and other agricultural 

activity. In addition, the slave population boomed. Cuba had a modest amount of slaves 

prior to the sugar boom, but not nearly on the scale that sugar required. 11 By 1856, Cuba 

was producing 25% of the world's sugar, and there was no going back. 12 Cuban 

anthropologist Fernando Ortiz has given a most eloquent denunciation of the sugar 

industry in Cuba. Whereas tobacco in Cuba was indigenous and had encouraged small 

family farms and honest labor, sugar was foreign and created large plantations, slavery, 

and an idle planter class. 13 

Cuba's development- especially Havana- had long benefited from the Spanish 

trade restrictions. The two annual convoys between the New World and Seville (later 

Cadiz), Spain assembled at Havana. This in addition to premium tobacco production and 

fe1iile soil for agriculture made Cuba comfortably prosperous and well-fed. With the shift 

Furthermore, the abolition of slavery was seen as a blow aga inst the economic well being of their 
competitors, particularly France. Williams, Eric, pp. 
JO Opatrny, Josef, U.S. Expansionism and Cuban Annexalionism in the 1850 's, E. Mellen Press, 1993, 29-
32. 
11 Williams, Eric, 328-346. 
12 Leogrande, W ., Thomas, J ., Cuba's Quest for Economic independence, Journal of Latin American 
Studies {Great Britain} 34(2): 325-365. 
13 Ortiz, Fernando, Cuban Counterpoint: Tobacco and Sugar, New York: Alfred A. Knopf, 1947. 
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to sugar, Cuba- particularly in the western provinces- became more entrenched in the 

regional economic models and thus more susceptible to the vagaries of that system- most 

notably the boom and bust cycles. Furthermore, the island ceased to be self-sufficient in 

food production and had to import vast quantities to feed colonists, creoles and slaves 

alike. 14 The long term consequences of the Colonial Caribbean economic arrangement 

would define the course of political and social development that would result in a unique 

negotiation of colonialism, as well as forge the backdrop for the Cuban Revolution of 

1959. This backdrop of dependency has been articulated best by Fernando Henrique 

Cardoso and Enzo Falleto's Dependency and Development in Latin America. 15 

Dependency theory has been through several incarnations. The economic and 

political relationships between nation-states of the center and those of the periphery have 

been the subject of intense debate. While many interpretations point to structural 

explanations or to exploitation and imperialism, Cardoso and Falleto's interpretation 

looks at the internal dynamics of the dependent nation-state to give a deeper analysis of 

how relationships of dependency develop. Consistently, there is a sector within the 

dependent nation-state that seeks the relationship with the center and allows for a 

measure of submission to attract investment and markets. 16 Going further, Cardoso and 

Falletto argue that this "economic process" is a "social process" which is manifested 

through political power. 17 Thus, according to Cardoso and Falleto, "The modes of 

economic relations, in turn, set the limits of political action. " 18 Applied to the Cuban 

14 Opatrny, Josef, 33 . 
15 Cardoso, Fernando Henrique; Faletto, Enzo, Dependency and Development in Latin America, Berkeley: 
University of California Press, 1979. 
16 Ibid. , xvi . 
17 Ibid ., 15. 
18 Ibid. , 15. 
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case, this theory is incredibly useful. The nature of Cuban dependency via sugar export 

was developed in the nineteenth century, and hence dictated the political action through 

which the hegemony of power was negotiated. 

Renegotiating Hegemony Part I: Annexationism 

Despite the economic ties that were developing with the United States and Spain's 

difficulties in geopolitics, Cuba would earn the distinction of being the "la siempre fie! 

isla." 19 The Napoleonic Wars and the political uncertainties presented by the return of 

Ferdinand VII and the shelving of the Constitution of Cadiz played a significant role in 

fomenting the already brewing Independence movements in Spanish America. To keep 

Cuba in the fold, Ferdinand granted several economic and social concessions to the creole 

elite in Cuba.20 With a crisis of hegemony on its hands, Spain astutely renegotiated its 

terms with Cuba, which was strategically and economically valuable not only for Spanish 

power on the globe, but also as a foothold to put down the rebellions on the mainland.2 1 

In addition to the renegotiation of hegemony, the population of peninsular 

Spaniards in Cuba increased significantly. Spaniards fled the newly independent Mexico 

and Gran Colombia and took up residence in Cuba. 22 This reinforced the royalist and 

Spanish sectors, ensuring Cuba's loyalty to the crown. While this move did shore up 

support for the Spanish Crown, it had two negative implications for the Spanish. First, the 

19 "the ever faithful island" 
2° Creole" was the term for Spaniards born in the new world as opposed to "peninsulares", who were born 
in Spain. Although Spanish in blood and heritage, creoles were subordinated to peninsulares, particularly in 
politics and business. 
21 Ibid., 77-82. See also Hart, Albert B. , The Foundations of American Foreign Policy. New York: 
MacMillan Co. , 1901 , 1970, 213-214; and May, Ernest R., The Making of the Monroe Doctrine., 
Cambridge: Belknap Press of Harvard University Press, 1975 , 1-11 , 65-131 on how this influenced the 
development of the original Monroe Doctrine, which had majo r implications for the Caribbean Basin. 
22 Gran Colombia corresponds to modern-day Colombia, Ecuador, and Venezuela. 
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concentration of exiled Spanish colonial elites made Cuba a suspected rallying point for 

the reconquest of the mainland. The possibility of Mexico and Gran Colombia 

conquering Cuba as a strategic move to prevent such a campaign was contemplated by 

Spaniards, Cubans, and the Americans- as well as by Bolivar and others in Mexico and 

Colombia. Second, the newly arrived Spaniards were particularly disdainful of Creoles. 

They saw in Cuban Creoles the same Mexican and Colombian Creoles that had led the 

independence movements. This led to a souring of relations between Spaniards and 

Creoles in Cuba. Just as it had on the mainland, this division would be a crucial aspect of 

the independence movements, as well as the Annexationist movements.23 

As the tensions mounted between Spaniards and Creoles in Cuba during the years 

following the liberation wars, new developments in the Caribbean context forced new 

thinking on the status of Cuba. Most historians immediately point to Manifest Destiny in 

the United States. The Mexican-American War of 1844-46 saw a doubling of U.S. 

territory and a popular cry for further expansion- especially in the American South. Cuba 

had always been an object of desire for U.S. expansionists from the very early days of the 

republic. Indeed, worries about the future viability of annexing Cuba- or at least 

maintaining the status quo of feeble Spanish control- would be jeopardized by the highly 

contentious annexation of the Republic of Texas. 24 

Indicative in the Texas episode was the growing debate on slavery in world 

opinion. The British were gradually chipping away at the slave trade, as well as 

pressuring the other European powers to do away with it as well. In addition, questions 

23 Optrny, Josef, 199-227; Lazo, Rodrigo, Writing to Cuba: Filibustering and Cuban Exiles in the United 
States, Chapel Hill: The University of North Carolina Press, 2005 , 79. 
24

This fear coupled with the slavery question contributed to the eight year lapse between Texas ' secession 
form Mexico and its annexation to the United States. 
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about the economic efficiency of slavery compared to free wage labor were appealing to 

both slaveholders and non-slaveholders on practical grounds. Of course, moral arguments 

for abolition were also gaining strength. Cuban slavery was being chipped away at as 

well, as the slave trade was abolished and smuggling was the only means of importing 

new slaves. In addition, Spain was under direct pressure from the British which had 

resulted in several treaties regarding the restriction of slavery.25 

With slavery under fire in Cuba, some Cuban slaveholders looked to the 

American South as a possible way to protect their position and their possession.26 Indeed 

it was the Southern slave states that were the most vitriolic supporters of Manifest 

Destiny and annexation, so long as slavery could be extended. If Cuba were a part of the 

United States, these Southern States would be strong allies in the protection of slavery. 

This prospect attracted a small number of Cuban plantation owners to the notion of 

removing Spanish authority in favor of entry into the United States. 

Other elite Creole Cubans, tired of Spanish rule, were also attracted to this 

movement. However, the movement was small, elite, and had little to no popular 

support.27 In the words of Gaspar Betancourt Cisneros, a leading intellectual of the 

annexationist cause, annexation was "not a matter of feeling, but of calculation, and even 

more than that-it is the imperative command of need, the sacred duty of self-

preservation."28 This calculation was based on two main premises. First, that Spanish rule 

had to go. Second, that if there were any political upheaval in a move for independence, a 

social upheaval would follow a la Haiti. 

25 Williams, Eric, 303-319. 
26 Lazo, 79. 
27 Optrny, J; 199-227. 
28 Quoted in Ibid ., 203. 
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Cisneros and the Annexationists saw in the United States a chance to improve 

their lot in terms of political freedoms, individual rights, economic prosperity, and 

territorial defense. According to Louis Perez, as Cuba became ever more exposed to 

American progress and prosperity, Spain became increasingly associated with 

backwardness.29 Spain's inability to "modernize" eroded its authority- both political and 

cultural- among the many Cubans who considered themselves as modern individuals. 

After all, many modern technological advances such as railroads, steam engines, and 

telegraphs were being used in Cuba well before they were used in Spain! This modernity 

was part and parcel with the culture and political freedoms of the North. Cuban creoles, 

in their nascent state of national identity, looked to what they perceived as the exact 

opposite of their Spanish rulers. 

While material and political culture was at the center of a wider affinity for the 

United States, the elite Annexationists were very interested in utilizing the United States 

for a far more immediate concern: control of the large black population both in and out of 

bondage. The belief that a "political revolution would inevitably be accompanied by a 

social revolution," was a powerful element to the nature of Cuba's colonial position.30 

Wealthy plantation owners wanted to see trade liberalized, but they also wanted to protect 

their investments. 31 Images of Haiti's complete social upheaval and the expulsion, 

execution, and expropriation of whites and their property were knee-jerk reactions to any 

and all discussions of political change. This fear kept most white Cubans in line with 

Spanish authority, and inhibited any urge to look elsewhere for protection. Indeed, 

29 Perez, Louis A, On Becoming Cuban : identity, Nationality, and Culture, Chapel Hill: University of 
North Carolina Press, 1999, 60-95. 
30 Quoting J .A. Saco from lbid., 204. 
31 Lazo, Rodrigo, 79. 
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sufficient support for the a1mexationists could not be mustered, either in the United States 

or Cuba. Despite this, action was taken in an attempt to achieve these ends. 

The Annexation movement was closely related to support for filibustering 

expeditions in the United States. The period after the Mexican American War was the 

heyday ofthefilibusteros.32 Rodrigo Lazo has shown that many Cuban exiles in the 

United States enthusiastically supported expeditions to wrest Cuba from Spain. This 

support was mainly through newspapers, poems, and essays. According to Lazo, these 

"men of letters" attempted to associate filibusters with the struggle for freedom and 

liberation. In reality, Filibusters were often American men interested in profit and fame. 

They recruited restless veterans of the Mexican-American War who either had great faith 

in Manifest Destiny or had nothing else better to do. The saloons and brothels of New 

Orleans and San Francisco were prime recruitment sources. The men involved in 

filibustering expeditions had little interest in the freedom of the territories they invaded. 

The cry of Manifest Destiny-and the funding of Southern expansionists- was the reality 

of the situation in this period. 

Cuba was indeed a hot topic in the political discourses of 1849, but circumstances 

did not favor Annexationism. In the United States, Annexationism was mainly the cry of 

the Southern states. It was Southern interests that funded and supported William 

Walker ' s famed expeditions into Mexico, Nicaragua, and Honduras. 33 Furthermore, it 

was idle veterans of the Mexican-American War that joined the ranks of filibustering 

campaigns for reasons of adventure, fortune , and boredom.34 The 1849 and 1850 

32 Lazo, Rodrigo, 
33 Greene, Laurence, The Filibuster: The Career of William Walker, Bobbs-Merrill, 1937. 
34 Of the many filibustering expeditions launched in the two decades prior to the American Civil War, New 
Orleans was the source of recruits , intrigue, and departure. 
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Annexationist campaigns of Narciso Lopez in Cuba were largely comprised of these 

American volunteers, although it was also funded and supported by the Cuban Junta in 

New York and other Cuban exiles. 35 

As Joseph Dimock observed in Havana in 1851, "Americans can do and talk here 

openly of buying Cuba, of annexation and of manifest destiny and are only answered by a 

shrug of incredulous shoulders. "36 Many Americans, particularly Southerners, were pro-

annexation, but clearly the Cuban position was much more ambiguous. Indeed, the Cuban 

element in the Cuban Annexationist and filibustering schemes was limited to a small 

corps of emigres in the United States. Not only did the expeditions have few Cuban 

volunteers, but Cubans in Cuba aided Spanish forces in driving back the filibusters. 

While Lopez and Walker could count on some native elite encouragement, 

sympathetic Southern elite for funding , and bored army veterans to fight, they could not 

count on direct support from the United States government. Offers were made to 

purchase Cuba from Spain by presidents Polk, Pierce, and Buchanan, but international 

and domestic political considerations made for ardent opposition to any armed campaigns 

of Annexationism- especially in Cuba. 37 The delicate balances struck between the North 

and the South on the issue of slavery would be jeopardized by admission of new territory, 

particularly territory that had over a quarter of a million slaves. In addition, the British 

were not inclined to allow Cuba to transfer into the hands of the United States. The U.S. 

35 Optrny, J., 218. 
36 Perez Jr. , Louis A (editor), Impressions of Cuba in the Nineteenth Century: The Travel Diary of Joseph J. 
Dimock, Wilmington, DE: Scholarly Resources, Inc. , 1998, 19. 
37 Optrny, 225-227; Lazo, Rodrigo, 8-9. 
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government was not about to start trouble with Great Britain or Spain over the issue of 

Cuban annexation, especially when it was such a divisive issue at home.38 

Ultimately, organized Annexationism failed. The Spanish government, with the 

help of the U.S. government, thwarted most attempts at uprising while they were still in 

the planning phases. U.S. policy towards Cuba was that of either peaceful acquisition- i.e. 

purchase- or maintenance of the status quo; i.e., Spanish rule. 39 Propaganda was seized, 

and conspirators were imprisoned, exiled, or executed. Narciso Lopez and his expedition 

were summarily routed by the Spanish army in Cuba, and Lopez was executed along with 

several of his American officers. Up to and after the Civil War, the U.S. continued to toy 

with the idea of purchasing Cuba from Spain, but the Spanish govermnent showed only 

indignation at such a proposal. Josef Optrny has argued that while the movement failed to 

gain any support beyond the few annexationist elites in Cuba, it did sow the seeds of 

militant rebellion against Spanish authority that would explode into the independence 

movement in 1868. Rodrigo Lazo also asserts that the support for filibustering was an 

expression of a "protonational ism" that was forged by the print culture of Cuban exiles in 

the United States.40 Among the exiled "men of letters", there was a strong backlash by 

many initial supporters of Annexationism that resulted in an embrace of independence 

and revolution. 41 

38 This was particularly true in regards to the acquisition of Texas. lt was feared that provoking the British 
would make the official annexation of Texas difficult, as well as future annexation of Cuba. Cuba was 
worth waiting for, Texas was more immediate on the agenda. 
39 Cuban disenchantment with U.S. expansionism was rooted in the 1824 Panama Conference, where the 
U.S . opposed the liberation of Cuba and Puerto Rico by Colombian and Mexican forces Jed by Simon 
Bolivar. From this point on, many Cubans gradually saw U.S. interest in Cuba as only self-interest. Lazo, 
80-81 . 
40 Lazo, 64. 
41 Ibid. , 92. 
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Annexationism in the l 840's and l 850's illustrates two important points. First, 

certain elements of Cuban society sought to renegotiate the status of Cuba because 

Spanish hegemony was no longer legitimate. Due to the nature of Cuba's economic, 

social, and geographical situation, the belief was that another external power was needed 

not only to drive out Spanish power, but also to buttress the island's political, social, and 

economic development. Second, it shows that while interest in annexing Cuba was strong 

in the United States, it was not unanimous, nor was it without Cuban collaborators. 

Furthermore, the subject of Cuban annexation, independence, or autonomy intersected 

with the issues of slavery, geopolitical power balances, as well as the nascent 

development of Cuban identity. All of this made for a very abstract and unwieldy 

situation both in the United States and in Cuba. 

The mid-century Annexationism and filibustering expeditions forced the issue of 

Cuba's status and the identity of Cubans. These trends were certainly elitist and narrow, 

but they spurred the debate onwards. The next episode in renegotiating hegemony saw 

the subject of independence and social revolution laid out on the table. The scope of the 

debate and the struggle would be widened- but not for the last time. 

Renegotiating Hegemony Part II: 
The Ten Years' War, 1868-78 and La Guerra Chiquita 79-8042 

Annexationism developed out of ongoing debates on slavery, Spanish power, U.S. 

prosperity, and conflicted nascent notions of Cuba's future. As Rodrigo Lazo points out, 

the movement was primarily composed of men of letters- elite exiles in New York and 

42 l 879-80 is known as the Guerra Chiquita, which took place after the end of the First War of 
Independence. The two are lumped together clue to their similarities and close proximity in time. The 
Guerra Chiquita was a direct offshoot of the previous war, and the interim "peace" was really a formality, 
not the reality on the ground. 
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New Orleans. The disengagement of these men of letters from the Cuban population was 

not to be so with the men of action of the Generation of 1868. The debate over Cuba's 

status and future would no longer be played out in newspapers printed in the United 

States, but on the island of Cuba itself in the course of battles, social upheaval, and the 

struggle for identity. 

On October 10, 1868, Carlos Manuel Cespedes gathered like-minded members of 

the Cuban creole elite and his slaves on his sugar plantation at La Demajagua.43 He freed 

his slaves and proclaimed Cuban independence from Spain. The following day, Cespedes 

led a force of about 500 men against Spanish forces at Yara in the first battle against 

Spanish colonialism.44 The Grito de Yara ushered in the First War for Cuban 

Independence. Also known as the Ten Years' War, the conflict would ultimately fail to 

win independence from Spain, but it fundamentally altered Cuban social and racial 

identity, as well as gave birth to a national identity. 

The struggle was set in motion primarily by members of the Creole elite. These 

particular elites were liberal professionals, small landholders, administrators, as well as 

more enlightened members of the Creole sugar aristocracy.45 Spanish authority had 

already been slipping in terms of legitimacy, largely due to the alienation of the 

aforementioned sectors of Creole society. Although Spain had attempted a series of 

reforms following the Annexationist episodes , most of the main complaints remained. 

Creoles chafed under arbitrary administration, economic restrictions, as well as social 

subjugation to peninsulares. As a result, the war began with liberal elite notions of liberty 

and nationality. However, unlike the Annexationists , there was clearly a social 

43 Creoles were those of Spanish blood born in Cuba. 
44 Arnold , August, 55-56. 
45 Ibid ., 55 . 
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component. The fact that Cespedes freed his slaves and declared independence in one 

stroke set the tone for the deconstruction of a slave society. In other words, this was to be 

a social revolution, but not the one that Cisneros had feared in the 1840's. 

The elitist character at the onset of the war was not to remain constant, however. 

Its social revolution dimensions transformed the nature of the goals and leadership of the 

war, the independence struggle, and Cuban identity in general. Ada Ferrer's work on the 

Cuban independence wars illustrates a cycle of rhetoric and recruitment that effectively 

upped the ante of what Cuban Independence would mean.46 Specifically, Cespedes' 

actions at the Grito de Yara and the goal towards ending slavery appealed to many Afro-

Cubans and mulattos, both free and slave. Slaves abandoned or burned plantations and 

joined the Liberation Armies in droves. The more slaves that joined, the more the white 

Creole leadership had to emphasize abolition and adhere to racial equality. In turn, the 

more that this was emphasized, the more slaves ran away and joined the struggle. 

Arnold August frames the impact of the Ten Years War as the emergence of 

cubania. Drawing form Armando Cristobal Perez, August defines cubania as the 

simultaneous construction of nation, nationality, and state. With the war in 1868, for the 

first time there was the concept of a Cuban nation, defined as a "political national 

identity." Concurrent with the emergence of nation was nationality, in which "peoples of 

different origins living on the island and forming a new nationality." The forces that 

created the nation and nationality sought then to establish a state and a governing 

apparatus to be the "political and juridical expression of the liberated nation."47 These 

three elements of cubania- nation, nationality, and state- became the backbone of the 

46 Ferrer, Ada, Insurgent Cuba: Race, Nation, and Revolution, J 868-1 898, (Chapel Hill) The University of 
North Carolina Press, 1999. 
47 Arnold , August, 65. 
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movement to end Spanish colonial power on the island. Unlike the Annexationist elites, 

cubania was a concept that included all Cubans, regardless of class, race, or social status. 

This wider conception of what it meant to be Cuban and what Cuba should be caught on 

across the island, particularly in the east, and was well beyond the abilities of the Spanish 

government to suppress. 

Going further, this popular notion alienated many of the creole elite, who feared 

loss of property, status, and power. While this was the originating class for the First War 

of Independence, many Creole elite had already proven that they were not fully 

committed to Cuba Libre. Many creole- particularly white- rebel officers surrendered 

easily to the Spanish forces , or defected all together and fought against the Liberation 

Army.48 With wider, more popular expressions of Cuban identity coming out of the Ten 

Years' War, many of the elite Cubans reaffirmed loyalty to Spain, and sought the path of 

reformism to maintain Spanish power. Still others looked to the United States, yet again, 

as the alternative overlord to protect their interests. The uneasiness with which many 

members of the creole elite viewed Cuban independence, as well as their deference to 

U.S. power, developed out of the Ten Years War, and continued right up to 1959. This 

had serious consequences on the development of the Cuban state, political culture, and 

historical memory. 

* * * 

Although Cuba was late in adopting the West Indian economic pattern of export 

monoculture, the effects of the resulting dependency were deep. Certain sectors of the 

population benefited greatly from the existing arrangement and saw little need to change 

it. However, other sectors had been marginalized by sugar, inspired by Northern 

48 Ferrer, Ada, 86. 
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examples of prosperity, or longed for the chains of chattel bondage to be broken; this 

forced the issue of change in Cuba's status and identity. 

This realigmnent of Cuban needs resulted in a search for new associations, as well 

as new cultural identities. Louis Perez Jr. has shown how Cubans sought to forge their 

new national identity by seeing what others had to offer. 49 The United States, due to its 

prosperity, geographical proximity, and interest in Cuba, was the most attractive source 

for ideals, ethics, and systems. The Caribbean economic context put Cuba in a position of 

dependency, which required a large, powerful nation to secure its prosperity. However, 

the terms with which Spain exercised hegemony were no longer manageable. The 

renegotiation of Cuba's relationship to Spain, and also the U.S. , was contentious, and 

often contradictory. 

This process of negotiation laid the foundation for politics and foreign relations in 

the Cuban Republic, as well as the historical tradition and identity of Cubans. According 

to the perspective of would-be revolutionaries, annexationists and timid creoles were the 

villains of Cuban history. These men were satisfied with the status quo or were quite 

willing to literally sell out the patria to the U.S. On the other hand, the heroes of the 

Liberation Army became a historical rallying point for Cuban patriots. The breakdown of 

slavery and the coming together of the races in the birth of the Cuban nation came 

together in the crucible of rebellion. 50 The dramatic finale for the colonial era would 

become the definitive reference point for Cubans- average and revolutionary- in the 

twentieth century in terms not only of their historical identity, but also in terms of 

political action and social demands. 

49 
Perez, Louis A, On Becoming Cuban. 

50 See Ferrer, Ada, Insurgent Cuba for discussion of the rac ial makeup of the liberation Army rank and file. 
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Chapter 2: Cuba Emerges 

1895, Jose Marti, and the PRC: Independence Act III/ Revolution Act I 

They say the third time is the charm. In terms of Cuban independence, this was 

true. This third time for independence was also the first attempt at revolution. Moreover, 

this revolutionary movement would be the culmination of the long, bitter struggle for 

independence from Spain that began in 1868. The Ten Years War (1868-1878), The 

Guerra Chiquita (1879-1880), and finally the Second War for Independence (1895-1898) 

determined the political landscape of the future Cuban Republic, and also shaped the 

national identity of Cubans. That identity was forged in the struggle. It was the outcome 

of the revolutionary attempt, however, that created a sense of cheated destiny. This 

sentiment would plague the political, economic, and social development of Cuba and be 

the ideological cornerstone of the 1959 Revolution. 

The struggle for independence was never marked by broad consensus. Each 

conflict was distinct from each other, and each continually evolved as it moved forward. 

The war that began in 1868 did not look much like the war that ended in 1878. The goals 

of Carlos Manuel Cespedes and his Grito de Yara in 1868 did not have the inclusion, 

vision , or ideals that Jose Marti and the Partido Revolucionario Cubano (PRC- Cuban 

Revolutionary Party) espoused in the 1890's. 

With the launching of the Second War for Independence in 1895, however, a 

consolidated leadership emerged with very specific goals and orientations. Although the 

competing parties still existed, Jose Marti and his PRC had placed itself at the forefront 

of the movement for independence. Marti ' s vision and commitment brought about the 
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Second War for Cuban Independence in 1895. 1 In terms of fundraising, popular support, 

and ideology the PRC had established itself as a vanguard for Cuba Libre. This vanguard 

was a revolutionary vanguard. In order for Cuba to be independent and free, not only did 

Spanish authority need to be broken, but Cuban society, identity, politics, and economics 

had to be dramatically changed. 

According to Louis Perez, Marti was the first independence leader to cultivate a 

wide social base. The Cuban tobacco workers in Cayo Hueso and Tampa, for example, 

were staunch supporters of the PRC.2 Prominent anarchists and socialists associated with 

and gave support to Marti. 3 Whereas many of the other separatist parties were elite-based 

and elitist in their aims, the PRC brought a more populist vision of Cuba Libre. Indeed, 

Marti represented the left wing of the separatist movement, both in the United States and 

in Cuba. Marti envisioned a free Cuba with social, economic, and racial justice: "a nation 

for all."4 To achieve these ends, Cuba was to break completely with the colonial 

arrangements that had so long held Cuba back. Sovereignty was the key to this. Only a 

truly independent Cuba, free of foreign obligations and domination could create a free 

society in which people could live and prosper. 

As the struggle moved forward , more and more of the population- particularly 

former and current slaves- directly participated in the creation of Cuban identity and the 

forging of Cuba's vision for the future. The fears of a Haitian Revolution style slave 

revolt in Cuba had largely subsided from the Cuban discourse after the Ten Year's War 

1 Thomas, Hugh, Cuba or the Pursuit of Freedom, Harper & Row 1971, 293-381. 
2 Perez, Louis, On Becoming Cuban. 
3 Casanovas, Joan , Bread, or Bullets!: Urban Labor and Spanish Colonialism in Cuba, I 850-1898, 
Pittsburgh: University of Pittsburgh Press , 1998. 
4 De La Fuente, Alejandro, A Nation For All, Chapel Hill: University ofNorth Carolina Press, 2001. 
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(1868-1878) largely for that reason5
. Initially, Cuban civil society relied on Spanish 

authority for protection from slave revolts, and the fear was that any break of the status 

quo would result in the establishment of a "negro state". With this fear subsided- and all 

but eliminated after abolition in 1886- independence seemed less dangerous, and Spain's 

authority less useful.6 The decline of Spanish influence resulted in the creation of a 

Cuban identity and a further increase in North American influence, where slavery had 

been abolished and economic prosperity was reaching levels never before seen in the 

world. 

In addition to new attitudes and the expiration of old fears , conditions in the 

1890' s contributed directly to the increase in support for Marti, as well as separatist 

tendencies overall. A new wave of Spanish repression followed the mild reformist 

policies of the 1880' s. In an attempt to heal the wounds of the Ten Year's War, as well as 

adhere to the Pact of Zanj6n, which had ended that conflict, the Liberal Spanish 

administration granted liberties, eased repression and censorship, allowed the labor 

movement to develop, and winked at contraband trade with the United States. Under the 

leadership of anarchists such as Enrique Creci , the Cuban labor unions had been making 

strides in organization, education, and publication, as well as winning concessions in the 

workplace. 7 However, toward the end of the Liberal tenure, attitudes had begun to change 

5 Ferrer, Ada, Insurgent Cuba, 141-169. 
6 Ada Ferrer has argued that the incorporation of Afro-Cuban s, both slave and free, into the Liberation 
Army beginning in 1868 had a tremendous effect on not only the erosion of Haiti inspired fears, but also 
the gradual move towards a more populist and egalitarian independence movement. The participation of 
Afro Cuban participation made abolition a central goal of the movement during the Ten Years War, as well 
as successfully incorporate blacks into the formation of national identity and culture in Cuba. 
7 The current official history of the anarchists argues that their influence was merely the result of 
importation through Spanish immigrants and the lack of Marxist ideas in Cuba. It was not until the workers 
who migrated to the U.S. and became exposed to Marxist ideas that revealed the "falseness" of anarchist 
ideas. See Instituto de Historia del Movimiento Comunista y de la Revoluci6n Socialista de Cuba, El 
Movimiento Obrero Cubano: Documentos y Articulo, Torn o 1 / 865-1925, 110-114. 
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in the Spanish government. Debates over suffrage in the colonies began to fall back into 

the old peninsular prejudices. In 1890, with a new Conservative government in Spain 

under the leadership of Canovas del Casillo, cautious liberalism was replaced by outright 

reactionary policy. 8 

In response to these changing policies, the anarchists held demonstrations and 

strikes. The arrival of a reactionary new Captain General, General Camilo Polavieja, only 

encouraged the radicalization of the workers. The new Captain General clamped down on 

every aspect of Cuban life. Using military force , Polavieja closed newspapers, broke 

strikes, repressed union activity, closed the University of Havana, abused the judiciary 

for his own arbitrary purposes, and reinforced Catholic dogma. The change in attitudes 

towards the colonies had become a full-blown reactionary movement to bring Cuba back 

into a traditional colonial relationship. 9 In short, the agreements that ended the Ten Years 

War had been broken. 

An economic downturn exacerbated the reactionary policies of the new colonial 

administration. In response to tariffs enacted by the Conservative Spanish government, 

the United States responded with a retaliatory tariff on Cuban goods. The resulting 

unemployment and unavailability of goods added to the already growing discontent 

among Cuban workers, as well as peasants. Indeed, the combination of harsh policies and 

economic slowdown had not only alienated Cuban Creoles, but Spaniards in Cuba as 

well. The Volunteers, who had always been relied on as supporters of the crown against 

8 Casanovas, 207-212 . 
9 Ibid. 
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separatists, were now unreliable. Many of the poorer, rank and file members were 

associated with the Anarchist led unions. 10 

The culmination of the response to the new Conservative economic, social and 

political policies was the creation of the Partido Revolucionario Cubano in 1892. Despite 

the repression, the unions in Cuba continued to organize and celebrate May Day. In spite 

of their ideological orientation that did not believe in nations or states, the union 

leadership became more and more attentive to Marti and his vision for Cuba. 11 Indeed, 

Marti 's platform resurrected the separatist movement in Florida at a critical juncture. The 

workers, particularly cigar rollers , had broken with the elitist separatist leaders. The 

separatist leadership's tendency to ignore the social concerns of anarchist-influenced 

workers, as well as their tendency to break strikes for the sake of "unity" had angered and 

alienated working class Cubans. 12 

Indeed, many of the separatist leaders had little to no social agenda beyond 

political independence. General Maximo Gomez in particular had a conflicted 

relationship with Jose Marti due to the General's militaristic caudillo-Iike political 

outlook. According to Frank Fernandez, Maiii "possessed, in contrast to most of his 

separatist contemporaries, a strong social conscience." 13 While Marti was no anarchist 

10 [bid. The Volunteers were militia groups loyal to the Spani sh Crown. Only Spanish-born men could join, 
and the Volunteers often worked as political action groups against Cuban nationalists and labor unions. 
11 Anarchist support for Marti was influenced in part by a pragmatic view that social revolution of the 
anarcho-syndicalist type could not occur until the Spanish were driven from the island. Marti represented 
the left wing of the separatist movement, and as such, held more common ground with the Anarchists and 
other soc ial revolutionaries. 
12 Poyo, Gerald E., "The Anarchist Challenge to the Cuban Independence Movement, 1885-1890," Cuban 
Studies 1985 l 5(1 ): 29-42 , 30-31; Fernandez, Frank, Cuban Anarchism, Tucson: Sharp Press, 2001, 30-35. 
Fernandez is an anarchist himself, and his work refl ects his ideo logy. However, his account of the history 
of anarchism in Cuba holds merit, as it is written as a historical work and is referenced. It comes across less 
as a propaganda piece in its coverage of pre-1959 anarchism. However, his tone becomes much more 
militant in criticizing Castroism from a clearly anarchist perspective. The works by Casanovas, Poyo, and 
Shaffer serve to balance out the perspective for purposes here. 
13 Ibid. , 32. 
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(he did believe in creating a republic) , he sympathized with and agreed with anarchist 

criticisms of society and capitalism. Furthermore, Marti saw the workers' break with the 

separatist leadership as "legitimate." 14 However, Marti believed in "class cooperation, not 

conflict." 15 This social position was desperately needed to reaffirm unity in the separatist 

movement and thus initiate a new anti-colonial struggle. After a series of rousing 

speeches by Marti given to Cuban cigar workers in Florida, the labor movement and the 

workers threw their support behind Marti. With this support, the other separatist leaders 

in the United States were compel led to join with Marti. The leaders adopted a series of 

resolutions made in Tampa, and forged the basis of the PRC under the leadership of Jose 

Marti. 16 

Jose Marti's populist nationalism, with the support of anarchist trade unions and 

workers, had transformed the struggle against Spain into a struggle of the revolutionary 

ilk. The following excerpt from a speech by Marti puts it quite plainly: "We will die for 

real freedom; not for a freedom that serves as a pretext to maintain some men in 

excessive wealth, and others in unnecessary pain." 17 The vision of a free and independent 

Cuba, where racial discrimination, social castes, and marginalization would become a 

thing of the past, became the program of the separatist movement. Reformism had proven 

ineffective, and the harsh policies of Spanish authoritarianism were no longer bearable 

for the vast majority of Cubans. With goals set and leadership recognized, all that 

remained was to begin the war. However, all involved were aware of how much work 

14 Poyo, Gerald , 39. 
15 Cassanovas, 189. 
16 Cassanova, 216-218 ; Perez, On Becoming Cuban. 
17 Poyo, Gerald, 30, as quoted from Jose Marti in Obras Comp /etas. 
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was ahead of them- particularly in regards to the reorganization of society and the 

creation of a new state, but also in dealing with the machinations of the United States. 

The nature of Caribbean development had created a situation in which Caribbean 

states had little choice but to submit to a larger foreign power to survive economically. 

For Marti's Cuba to be free, this pattern had to be altered. The hold of sugar monoculture 

and the saccharocracy had to be broken just as Spain's political and military hold. 

Furthermore, Marti was painfully aware that the United States was poised to fill in the 

gap left by Spain, and that there still were many Cuban parties that welcomed this. The 

fact that there had been three more filibustering attempts in the 1880's, as well as U.S. 

Secretary of State Oleny's infamous declaration that Cuba would "naturally" gravitate 

towards the United States and that it be "wrested from Spain by force, if necessary," only 

added to this sentiment. 18 Marti lamented: 

Every day now I am in danger of giving my life for my 
country and duty- since I understand it and have the spirit 
to carry it out- in order to prevent, by the timely 
independence of Cuba, the United States from extending its 
hold across the Antilles and falling with all the greater 
force on the lands of our America. 19 

Marti's platform dictated that Cuban sovereignty was not negotiable. In order to 

create a free , industrious, and equal Cuba, no quarter could be given on Cuba's ability to 

determine its own systems, policies, and destiny. The other groups fighting Spanish rule 

were much more willing to negotiate Cuba's independence for economic, military, and 

strategic benefits. The Annexationists and Autonomists in particular had seen no need to 

agitate for full independence. With the sugar export economy, it was not going to be easy 

18 Hart, A.B., 212 . 
19 Jose Marti to Manuel Mercado May 18, 1895; Marti , Jose, Jose Marti: Selected Writings, 346-347. 
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to be self-sustaining as an independent nation. Furthermore, many of these groups were 

composed of and supported by elites that profited from sugar monoculture and the 

connections with Spain and the United States. It was not in their interests to threaten their 

livelihoods with either a fragile republic or a rearrangement of the social and economic 

structure of the island. 

Cries for the diversification of the Cuban economy would become a mainstay in 

the twentieth century. 20 Just as the United States had provided an alternative trading 

partner, source of capital and source of cultural influence, it was also the most dynamic 

model of economic development the world had to offer. Cubans traveled to the United 

States and saw booming industries, functioning democracy, and social development that 

put Cuba's backwardness into a perspective that was all too real and depressing. Marti 

himself marveled at American ingenuity, efficiency, and industriousness, wishing to see 

such qualities in a free Cuba. 21 

However, just as Marti admired aspects of the United States, he deplored many 

others. Marti lived in the United States at the time of Manifest Destiny, expansionism, 

jingoism, labor violence, and racism. He saw the darker underbelly of American progress 

and was acutely aware of what it could mean for Cuba. One of his most often quoted 

statements about the United States has been, "I lived in the monster, and I know its 

entrails."22 

2° Cuba can be differentiated form the other islands of the Caribbean simply by its size. Cuba, unlike the 
other much smaller islands, has ample land and resources to diversify its economy, as well as decrease its 
dependency on other nations. 
2 1 Marti was an astute scholar and statesman. His tenure in the United States exposed him to all facets of 
American life. In addition, Marti was well aware of revolutionary movements in Europe and was a 
contemporary of Marx, as well as the Paris Commune. His ideas considered every fact of his experience 
and learning in order to propose a vision that would be unique to Cuba. 
22 Marti , Jose, Selected Writings, 34 7. 
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This conflicted view of the United States came to define the struggle between 

negotiable and non-negotiable sovereignty. There were those that welcomed U.S. 

hegemony, for it brought industry, products, markets, capital, and innovative ideas. While 

others recognized this benefit, they also feared the power United States and did not see 

the benefits of succumbing to that power as outweighing the principles of Cuba Libre. In 

1898, the debate was put into the context of real American domination: first through 

military rule, then the Platt Amendment, and always financial. 

1898 ... 

William Randolph Hearst ' s famous words , "you provide the pictures and I'll 

provide the war," meant more than the power of the yellow press.23 The hype over the 

Cuban insurgency against Spain was the loudest knock opportunity had ever given a 

nation, and the United States was running to the door. Nearly a century of waiting led up 

to this moment, when the last vestiges of European empire were slipping away and the 

most desired piece of property in the Caribbean was on the market. 

The story had every necessary ingredient for a great adventure story. There was 

the evil oppressor, General Weyler, who put the poor, helpless Cuban campesinos into 

concentration camps. There were the noble and heroic underdogs of the Cuban Liberation 

Army, fighting nearly impossible odds in the name of freedom. There was the 

indomitable Spanish treachery of the sinking of the U.S.S. Maine. And, of course, there 

are the heroes~ those white knights form the North: Commodore Dewey and his 

invincible fleet, Teddy Roosevelt and his daring, all volunteer Rough Riders, and the 

23 "Yellow press" was the name given to Hearst's sensationali st newspapers. These papers sought highly 
provocative issues to report on for shock value, increased circulation, as well to effect political pressure. 
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brave Marines. To top it all off, this took place a Caribbean paradise full of exotic food, 

music and people. Villains, heroes, treachery, palm trees- how could the American people 

not get behind President McKinley's call to war? 

This was the story as it was told in the United States, anyway. In reality, Jose 

Marti and the PRC had launched the insurgency in Cuba in 1895. Marti landed in Cuba 

with Maximo Gomez, who had been fighting the Spanish on and off since 1868. The war 

had wide support in the east, which had traditionally opposed Spanish authority. The 

PRC ' s central role in the development of the independence movement had put Jose Marti 

at the head of the movement. It has been widely speculated that he would have been 

elected president once independence had been achieved. 

Unfortunately, Marti never saw independence achieved. More than a man of 

letters and diplomacy, Marti went into combat to fight for Cuba Libre. 24 On May 19, 

1895, at the insurgent camp at Dos Rios, the Spanish attacked. Jose Marti, riding atop a 

white horse, was shot and killed. 25 Despite the tremendous loss of its leader, the 

Liberation Army established itself in the field as a worthy opponent to the Spanish forces. 

Unlike in the Ten Years' War, the army was well commanded, and desertions were not as 

common. However,just as in the Ten Years' War, the majority of fighters in the 

Liberation army were rural workers and other lower class whites, mulattos, and blacks. 

Most of Creole elite did not participate early on. Only at the very end did the Liberation 

Army see an influx of wealthy creoles into its ranks. 26 

24 Lazo 'a analysis of men of letters versus men of action brings in an interesting component. Marti became 
eth embodiment of both, a poet-warrior that gave his life for the nation he envisioned. The place he 
achieved in the Cuban consciousness is anchored in this. It is no coincidence that Fidel Castro has the 
similar combination of intellect and action. 
25 Thomas, Hugh, Cuba, 316-317. 
26 Ferrer, l 86. 
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The Liberation Army found most of its support in the east. Eastern Cuba was 

historically less developed and poorer than the west, and often plagued by banditry. Due 

to the support for the insurgents, the Spaniards waged an all out campaign of destruction 

and repression. The Liberation Army responded in kind, and often with interest. The most 

famous Spanish policy was reconcentration. With the arrival of General Valeriano 

Weyler, Cubans villagers and peasants living in the east were rounded up and resettled 

into walled villages that acted as concentration camps. Those that resisted were often 

killed, and many who did not resist died in the horrible conditions of the reconcentration 

villages. Estimates put the ultimate death toll as high as 200,000.27 It was the Hearst 

Press' s lurid depictions of these camps that so moved the American public into a fury of 

hawkish anti-Spanish sentiment. 

Just as strong-arm reactionary policies had done before the war, Weyler's brutal 

tactics backfired. As the Spanish troops ravaged and burned countryside, more and more 

rural workers fled to join the Liberation Army. With their ranks growing by the day, the 

army became more and more of a military threat. Furthermore, the policies enacted by 

Weyler shook the confidence of the remaining Autonomists and loyalist landowners. The 

severity of Spanish policies caused "both to question the feasibility of any peaceful 

solution under Spanish rule."28 The policies of Polavieja had convinced the workers, 

anarchists and trade unions that reformism was not viable, and now the policies of 

Weyler had convinced the elite that Spanish colonial authority was no longer an option. 

The Spanish were finished. The Liberation Army was successfully ending Spain's 

tenure as a colonial power in the New World. Columbus had brought the Spaniards to 

27 [bid. , 152. According to Ferrer, official estimates of reconcentration put the total number of affected 
Cubans at 400,000, with about half dying as a result. 
28 Ferrer, 153. 
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Cuba, and now Maximo Gomez was going to send them home. Then the U.S.S. Maine 

exploded. What had been a thirty-year anti-colonial struggle- and a three-year fight for 

revolution- became a war between rival global colonial powers. It was as if the 

seventeenth century had returned, and the French and British were fighting each other for 

control over St Kitts ' s sugar plantations. 

With the entry of the Unites States into the conflict, the Spanish defeat was 

exponentially expedited. Within a few sh01i months, the Spanish Empire ended, and 

Cuba passed into the hands of the new American Empire. The military governorship of 

Cuba was intended as a temporary transition to sovereignty. The Teller Amendment 

forbade the outright annexation of Cuba29
. Attached to the declaration of war, the 

amendment renounced, "any disposition of intention to exercise sovereignty, jurisdiction, 

or control over said island except for pacification thereof, and asserts its determination, 

when that is accomplished, to leave the govenm1ent and control of the island to its 

people. "30 Largely a product of pressure from anti-imperialist societies and the domestic 

beet sugar industry, the Teller Amendment was a bitter blow to the plans of the hawks 

and expansionists. However, being the creative fellows that they were, new approaches to 

controlling Cuba were developed. 

The military government allowed time to develop these schemes, as well as to 

rebuild the country. The army initiated a program of infrastructure building, public health 

policies- which included the successful eradication of malaria- and a land grab. The 

destruction of the war was so great that land prices , particularly sugar plantations, 

bottomed out. American officers in the military government, as well as other American 

29 However, the Teller Amendment did not mention Puerto Rico or the Philippines. Puerto Rico remains a 
U.S. possession to this day and the Philippines did not receive independence until 1946. 
30 See Appendix III , the Teller Amendment. 
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investors, obligingly took these bankrupt plantations off the hands of destitute Cubans.
31 

Indeed, American capital flowed into Cuba' s mining, agriculture, transportation, utilities, 

and tourism. 

The rapidity with which the United States- and not the Liberation Army- filled the 

power vacuum left by Spain has often been explained in the historiography and the 

popular discourse by the fact that elements within the United States had not only been 

looking forward to this opportunity for decades, but had also specifically involved the 

U.S. in the war for this very purpose. While this may be true, there is another element to 

the equation. The Liberation Army, for the majority of the war, had very few members of 

the Creole elite in its ranks. As the war neared its end however, creoles began entering 

the Liberation Army in droves, displacing the lower classes and men of color from the 

officer ranks. Unlike the Ten Years War, these Creole elite officers did not desert to the 

Spanish at the first sound of rifle fire. Rather, they aided the American Army in 

disarming and disbanding the Liberation Army. 32 

In essence, the Cuban Creole elite was interested in maintaining its position in 

Cuban society. The populist nature of the Liberation Army throughout the nineteenth 

century had kept the elite wary of independence and any social revolution that might 

follow. By maneuvering into command of the Liberation Army at the last minute, these 

elites were able to aid the U.S . in establishing control over the island. This control would 

maintain the status quo, as well as ingratiate the Cuban elite with the new American 

military governorship. Property, political power, and prestige were thus successfully 

31 Perez, Louis, On Becoming Cuban. 
32 Ferrer, 196-198. 
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maintained. 33 To add insult to injury, the disarming of the Liberation Army aided the 

Americans in maintaining Spanish bureaucrats and officials in their administrative 

capacities. Hence, according to Ferrer, Cuba' s nationalist movement became a 

"revolution postponed."34 

The United States assumed a near complete economic control of Cuba. Through 

U.S. capital , Cuba would recover its agro-export economy and continue to be profitable 

for the sugar elite, as well as American investors. Political control was accomplished 

through the Cuban Constitution of 1902. The Cuban Republic, in keeping with the Teller 

Amendment, was nominally a sovereign nation. However, within the constitution was a 

compelling exception to that sovereignty. The Platt Amendment was the institutionalized 

symbol of American power over Cuba. 35 Among other things, the Platt Amendment 

stipulated that Cuba was prohibited from entering into treaties without U.S. approval, was 

prohibited from taking loans form other countries , and the United States retained the right 

to land troops and intervene if public order had broken down, or if Cuba's independence 

was threatened by another nation. 36 

The Platt Amendment, not to mention the Constitution, was everything that Cuba 

Libre was not meant to be. The U.S. Military Government, under the leadership of 

General Leonard Wood, and the McKinley and Roosevelt administrations, most notably 

Secretary of War Elijah Root, saw to it that the "irresponsible" elements of the Cuban 

population were kept out of politics. Of course, "irresponsible" was the label applied to 

33 Despite this, the devastation of the war forced many planters to sell their land to American investors and 
military officers at depressed prices. Those forced to sell out their land secured positions in the bureaucracy 
and other positions that gave them status and income. 
34 Ferrer, 196-198. 
35 See Appendix I 
36 -Platt Amendment, see Appendix l. In many ways, the Platt Amendment was a manifestation of the 1823 
Monroe Doctrine and the 1905 Roosevelt Corollary. 
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the vast majority of Cubans, the exceptions being white, propertied men. 37 Plattist 

political practices would plague the development of democracy in Cuba. Cuban 

politicians deferred to U.S. political power and economic interests. In addition, 

opposition groups within Cuba always had the specter of intervention hanging over their 

strategies. This was painfully illustrated in 1906 when U.S. Marines landed to put down a 

revolt by the Liberal party, and again in 1912, to crush an Afro-Cuban political 

movement that was protesting discrimination by the government in elections. 38 This 

occupying force stayed in place until 1909. Ultimately, the U.S. landed troops on three 

occasions during the tenure of the Platt Amendment, actually ruling Cuba from 1917 to 

1922. However, this does not include the numerous "maneuvers" and marches that U.S. 

troops made throughout various Cuban towns during times of potential unrest. 39 

More than anything, the Platt Amendment was the apex of what stood in the way 

of Cuba Libre. Within this document laid the pressures, interests, and domination of a 

foreign power and in its exercise laid the collaboration of a segment of the Cuban 

population. The shadow that the Platt Amendment cast had the same impact as if an 

American Marine had been at every street corner in Havana. The Platt Amendment 

contained the language and design of a new colonialism that was diffuse yet direct, aloof 

yet active, and subtle yet stinging. The Cuban Republic from its onset was a protectorate 

of the United States. As Louis Perez has put it, "In the end, the Platt Amendment 

provided Washington with virtually unlimited sanction for the regulation of public 

37 Perez Jr., Louis, Cuba Under the Platt Amendment 1902-1934, Pittsburgh: University of Pittsburgh 
Press, 1986, 29-55. 
38 De la Fuente, Alejandro, A Nation for All, 66-91. 
39 ln addit ion, severa l naval stations were built, including Guantanamo Bay Naval Base. 
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administration and supervision of political affairs in Cuba as a means to protect and 

U S · ,,40 promote . . mterests. 

In addition to directly controlling the politics and economy, the Platt Amendment 

essentially made all social issues in Cuba, including the labor movement, issues relevant 

to the interests of the United States.41 This was by direct and indirect means. For 

example, Cuban politicians clamped down on strikes and unions in order to avoid unrest 

that might compel the United States to intervene militarily. As mentioned earlier, this was 

not a mere fear or worst case scenario- it actually occurred on several occasions. 

Furthermore, many Plattist-era politicians legitimized and welcomed U.S. policy. In 1924 

Alejandro Alverez weighed in on the legitimacy of the Monroe Doctrine and its 

ambivalent place in the Western Hemisphere: "The principles contained in the celebrated 

Doctrine condense the ideas and aspirations which have sprung up and developed 

throughout the entire continent since the beginning of its independence".42 

The conceptions of cubania were completely pushed aside by the First Republic. 

The little political power that was exercised by Cubans was held by an economic and 

political elite that acted more in concert with the United States and their own interests 

than they did for the country itself. The vast majority of Cubans were denied access to the 

substance of democracy. Racial discrimination, particularly in party politics, continued 

unabated. Sugar monoculture was further entrenched into the Cuban economic system, 

exacerbating the social inequities that it entailed. 

40 Perez, Louis, "Aspects of Hegemony: Labor, State, and Capital in Plattist Cuba," Cuban Studies 16: 49-
69, 51 . 
41 Ibid ., 55 . 
42 Alvarez, Alejandro, The Monroe Doctrine: Its importance in the International life of the States of the 
New World New York: Oxford University Press, 1924, 6. In many ways, the Platt Amendment and Cuban 
intervention fell under the purview of the 1823 Monroe Doctrine and the 1905 Roosevelt Corollary, which 
established the Western Hemisphere as a "hard sphere of influence." 
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To a Cuban in the l 940's , particularly one involved in university politics, this 

historical record provided many lessons and many reasons for patriotic indignation. 

Invaders and traitors would determine Cuba's destiny form 1898 onwards, and 

revolutionaries and reformists alike contested them at every step. Largely ineffective, the 

parties that desired a more pure Cuba Libre would gradually become more and more 

radical in the face of the inequality and violence that the Plattist State entailed. Puppet 

presidents and pocket dictators alternated with U.S. military rule in a revolving door of 

corruption, inefficiency and popular detachment. 

1933: Revolution Act II 

In 1933, Cuba was hit with a severe political crisis. Gerado Machado, once a 

popular Liberal president, had transformed his administration into a dictatorship. The 

repression of his regime was compounded by the effects of the Great Depression. Sugar 

prices had collapsed, unemployment was rampant, and food was scarce. Political violence 

was coming from all sectors of the population, and government forces retaliated in kind. 

What had been an administration of "regeneration" had devolved into a crisis in which 

thugs, strongmen, gangsters, and assassins roamed the streets of Havana in the service of 

the dictator, political parties, fringe political groups, unions, and themselves. The 

situation was getting uglier by the minute. 43 

43 There is a strong body of literature on the events of 1933-34 and their implications. Utilized here have 
been: Carillo, Justo, Cuba 1933, Estudiantes, Yanquis y So/dados, lnstituto de Estudios lnternacionales, 
University of Miami, 1985; Perez Jr., Louis, Cuba Under the Platt Amendment 1902-1934, Pittsburgh: 
University of Pittsburgh Press, 1986; Perez-Stable, Marifeli ; The Cuban Revolution: Origins, Course, and 
legacy, New York: Oxford University Press 1999 211

d ed; Thomas, Hugh; Cuba, or The Pursuit of 
Freedom, New York: Da Capo Press I st ed . l 998. 
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Machado was a very fitting individual to serve as the last president of the First 

Republic. Elected in 1924, Machado initially represented a new hope for reform and 

independence. With the Conservative party thoroughly discredited by corruption and 

widespread use of botellas, the Liberal party was able to reemerge with the promise of 

"water, roads, and schools."44 Machado's "Platform of Regeneration", however, was 

underpinned by Plattist politics as usual. 45 Despite his public cries for the abrogation of 

the Platt Amendment, Machado worked closely with U.S. business interests and the U.S. 

embassy to rea.$Sure their privileged position in Cuban politics and the Cuban economy. 

The Cuban President walked a fine line to balance U.S interests with the national 

economic interests and reformist elements in Cuba. Others, however, did not receive such 

consideration. 

According to Louis Perez Jr., campaigns for reformism in the years prior to 

Machado' s election had engendered social tensions within the political discourse. 46 

Within a month of Machado's inauguration in 1925 , the Cuban Communist Party and the 

Confederaci6n Nacional de Obreros Cubanos (National Confederation of Cuban 

Workers, CNOC) were formed. Machado's government brutally repressed organized 

labor and strikes, and the Communist Party was quickly outlawed. Fears of social unrest 

mirrored the nineteenth century fears of slave revolts in that they gave the government 

carte blanche in terms of support both from the Cuban business classes, but also tacit 

support from the U.S. so long as order was maintained. 

44 Aguilar, Luis, Cuba 1933: Prologue to a Revolution, fthaca: Cornell University Press, 1972, 49-52. 
Botellas were kickbacks and government positions handed out to political allies and family members of 
office holders. "Water, roads, and schools" was a campaign slogan for Machado which represented a 
commitment to public works, social services, as well as nationalist economic development. 
45 Perez, Louis, Cuba Under The Platt Amendment, 257-262 . 
46 Ibid. , 2 6 3 . 
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By combining order with a series of popular public works projects, Machado 

quickly became the "most popular president the island ever had."47 Utilizing a system of 

cooperativismo, Machado managed to keep potential political opponents in the fold as 

well. However, with the collapse of sugar prices in 1925-26, Cuba began to experience 

economic hardships that made the onset of the Great Depression in 1929 all the more 

devastating. Machado, interested in completing his programs, as well as maintaining 

social order, responded to the crisis by manipulating the constitution to extend his term. 

Since he had vowed never to run for reelection, this was a clever way of staying in office 

without violating his principles.48 In addition, Machado took out massive loans from U.S. 

banks, making Cuba's economic situation ever more precarious. As opposition to new 

policies and term extensions mounted, Machado increased repression across the island. 

The army, police, and newly created secret police carried out assassinations, 

imprisonment, and intimidation among all opponents , as well as those who tried to stay 

neutral. The repression fed into a growing cycle of violent retaliation that culminated in a 

failed revolt in 1931. After this revolt, according to Perez, a state of "open warfare" 

ensued. 49 The ABC revolutionary society was formed among middle class elements, as 

well as other official and underground political opposition movements that engaged in 

street violence and terror. Some groups even appealed to The U.S. to intervene. 

To help ease the worsening political situation in Cuba, in 1933 Franklin Roosevelt 

sent Sumner Welles as a special envoy to mediate a solution to the crisis. The Platt 

Amendment was still on the books, but Roosevelt had proclaimed his foreign policy to be 

one of "good neighbors," which had specifically renounced armed intervention into the 

47 Aguilar, Luis, 62. 
48 Aguilar, Luis, 62; Perez, Luis, Cuba Under the Platt Amendment, 265-275 . 
49 Perez, Louis, Cuba Under the Platt Amendnw nt, 289 . 
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sovereign nations of the Western Hemisphere. 50 Nevertheless, the specter of armed 

intervention followed every move of Welles, Machado, and the Cuban political situation. 

Welles found himself in a most unenviable position. Machado was intransigent in 

his position, and the varied opposition was intransigent in its demands. Ultimately, 

Welles personally selected and recruited a new interim president and cabinet to rule until 

elections that would take place in 1936. 51 Members of the Cuban elite and citizens alike 

became increasingly irritated with Welles' presence and his presumptuousness at the 

bargaining table. However, the right-wing ABC and the Nationalist Union were more 

than eager to work with Welles. 52 As Hugh Thomas has shown, the threat of intervention 

also eased the resistance of the Communists, who did not want to see American troops 

land. In contrast, groups such as the ABC were actually in favor of an intervention.53 

Perhaps this is why the ABC and other similar pro-intervention groups were considered 

the "responsible opposition."54 Despite this , most other groups and individuals, including 

Machado himself, who had long benefited from and invited U.S. political relationships, 

began to complain about Yankee domination. 

Machado ultimately bowed to U.S. mediation and a general strike and resigned. 

On August 13, 1933, Dr. Carlos Manuel de Cespedes was sworn in as an interim 

president with Sumner Welles ' full support. 55 Cespedes was not a particularly popular or 

strong leader, but he was the least politically tainted choice, and his relation to the Carlos 

Manuel de Cespedes of 1868 linked him to Cuban nationalism. His relative cleanliness 

50 President Hoover also had pursued a policy of non-intervention for Cuba, which had allowed for 
Machado to carry out his policies and turn his presidency into a dictatorship. 
51 Hughes, Tomas. 
52 Perez-Stable, Marifeli, The Cuban Revolution, 39-40. 
53 Hughes, Thomas, Cuba, 605 . 
54 Perez-Stable, 40. 
55 Gellman, Irwin F., Roosevelt and Batista: Good Neighbor Diplomacy in Cuba 1933-1945, University of 
New Mexico Press, 1973, 34-42. 
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and family links, however, were not enough to secure the presidency or the country. 

Economic hardship persisted, and there was widespread dissatisfaction with the political 

machinations going on in the Presidential Palace. As Perez-Stable points out, after thirty 

years of the Platt Amendment, Cubans could easily spot a U.S. puppet.56 Unrest 

continued throughout the island and discontent grew within the armed forces. By August 

of 1934, eight non-commissioned officers in the army formed the Junta de los Ocha, 

which began plotting a coup. The Sergeant's Rebellion was carried out by these men on 

September 4, 1934. The revolt set in motion a student rebellion by radical students and 

professors at the University of Havana. The sergeants and students worked together in a 

loose association first to oust Cespedes, and then to create an interim administration. 

Despite the apparent collaboration, the two factions worked on different projects. 

The students elected Dr. Grau San Martin to the presidency. Grau and the students 

characterized themselves as revolutionaries and patriots, and enacted a series of sweeping 

reforms. Women were granted the right to vote, minimum wages were set, native worker 

legisl ation was pronounced, and the Platt Amendment was denounced. All the while, the 

competing opposition groups continued agitating for their own agendas, never falling in 

line with or supporting Grau' s govermnent. 

The sergeants, however, did not dive head first into revolution as the students did. 

Fulgencio Batista emerged from the eight conspirators as the leader of the rebellion and 

the army. Batista dealt with the army first and foremost. The revolt purged the army of 

old politically connected officers and those resistant to Batista's power. This purge 

reached a dramatic climax with the attack on the Hotel Nacional, where the old officers 

56 Perez-Stable, 40. 
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had barricaded themselves. 57 In addition to this , Batista put down various other barracks 

revolts that were springing up tlu·oughout the country. 

By early 1934, Batista's forces had gained control of the country and the military. 

Batista had also built a relationship with Stunner Welles. At the same time, Grau's 

authority began slipping. The U.S. government and business interests were not pleased 

with Grau's platform or his revolutionary rhetoric, which contained a fair amount of anti-

Yanqui sentiment. In addition, many in the Cuban elite were alienated by Grau, who had 

in reality only been elected by the students involved in the revolt. Despite the 

revolutionary edicts, Grau lacked widely popular support and his presidency was a 

creation of a select few. Batista held the only real power and authority in the country, and 

it was plain for all to see. Despite this , Welles was not so sure about Batista. He wrote 

that Batista and his officers "may resort to desperate measures if they are sufficiently 

drunk."58 However, with Secretary of State Cordell Hull refusing to send U.S. troops, 

Welles had no alternative, and sought to persuade Batista to take power. 

Grau's "revolution" lasted only one hundred days. Batista quietly forced Grau to 

resign, and with the support of the new U.S. ambassador to Cuba, Jefferson Caffery, 

proposed former president Mendieta as the new interim president. 59
. Once sworn in, 

Mendieta suspended the constitution and ruled through provisional statutes.60 A 

constituent assembly was planned and individual rights were nominally maintained, 

namely the right to vote for women. 

57 Thomas, 652-653. 
58 Schoultz, Lars, 409. 
59 Gellman, Irwin F. , Roosevelt and Batista, 85 . Medieta actually supported Carlos Hevia for president. 
Hevia assumed the presidency for a grand total of thirty-nine hours, after which he resigned and Mendieta 
advanced to the presidency. 
60 Ibid. , 87 . 
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Civil rights were ultimately suspended, however, as renewed political agitation 

and strikes increased. Furthermore, political opposition was fierce. Grau supporters 

formed the Autentico Party, also called the Partido Revolucionario Cubano.61 In the face 

of resistance on the street and in the political arena, Mendieta relied on the only two 

assets he had to hang on to power: Batista and U.S. recognition. The new president 

needed both to solve the pressing economic and political crisis facing Cuba. Mendieta 

and Batista thus renegotiated the economic relationship with the United States in order to 

do so. 

The negotiations led to two important policy decisions. The First was the Jones-

Coligan Act, passed on May 9th, 1934.62 This act was passed by the U.S. Congress in 

response to Cuban pleas for lower tariffs and to renegotiate the sugar quota. In addition, 

Cuba received, along with other sugar producing regions, a fixed percentage of the 

forecasted demand for sugar in the United States. In the short run, this benefited Cuba 

with raised sugar prices. On the long term, however, sales were now under the political 

control of the United States Congress and Cuba's ability to compete with American beet 

sugar growers was lost. 63 

The second measure was a revision of the 1903 Reciprocal Trade Agreement.64 

Cuban sugar and tobacco imports were still subject to internal U.S. controls such as the 

sugar quotas set by the Treasury Department. However, U.S. imports in Cuba were not 

subject to any restrictions. This measure was clearly in the way of any Cuban 

diversification and was opposed not only by nationalists, the Communists, and the 

61 Ibid. , 89-91. 
62 Thomas, Hugh, Cuba, 692 ; Gellmen, 1.F ., 103-114. 
63 Ibid. 
64 Gellman, I.F., 114. 
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Autenticos, but also by the "responsible" ABC as well. 65 At the same time, U.S. firms 

increased arms sales and shipments to the Cuban army, which included machine guns, 

tear gas, and armored cars. 

In effect, these two acts institutionalized and structuralized Cuban economic 

dependency. Whereas in the past, Cuban producers had always sought the U.S. as a 

reliable market, that market now dictated their economic production to them. The Platt 

Amendment had been a structural tool of political control. These acts were structural 

tools of economic control, cementing Cuban dependence on the U.S. sugar market and 

Department of Agriculture, which set the yearly quotas. This coincided with a gradual 

pull of U.S. capital out of the Cuban sugar industry. In 1929 investment was at $544 

million. By 1936 it had dropped to $240 million. Much of this withdrawn capital was 

diverted into public utilities and transportation in Cuba.66 

Throughout all of this, Batista was the power behind the throne as Commander in 

Chief of the armed forces. The anti-Machado movement as well as the revolutionary 

atmosphere of 1933 had brought about a strong political incorporation of the masses. 

Batista reined in this new dimension of Cuban political life to his own benefit. The main 

point of popular politics was the desire for a "new and modern state" to modernize the 

economic and political structures. 67 This modernization hinged on democratic 

participation, as well as industrialization that would secure a more widely beneficial 

economic prosperity. Batista would emerge as the man to deliver this. However, he relied 

65 Ibid ., l 14. 
66 lbid. , 144-]45. 
67 Whitney, Robert, The Architect o.fthe Cuban State: Fulgencio Batista and Populism in Cuba 1937-1940, 
Journal of Latin American Studies 2000 32(2): 435-459, also as the final chapter in State and Revolution in 
Cuba: Mass Mobilization and Political Changes 1920-1940, University of North Carolina Press 2001. 
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more than anything on the armed forces as a vehicle for social inclusion and control, as 

well as institutionalized dependency on the United States to secure economic stability.
68 

The limited prosperity of the new trade treaties, as well as the establishment of the 

Second Import-Export Bank in 1934, helped Cuba to work its way towards recovery.
69 

Despjte this , political unrest was still the wild card for the future of democracy in Cuba. 

Mendieta was showing serious weaknesses, which only increased Batista's strength. In 

December of 1935, Mendieta resigned in response to political agitation and disputes 

regarding elections. New elections were then scheduled for January 1936. 70 

These elections were the first in which women participated, and it also saw 61 % 

voter turnout. Miguel Mariano Gomez y Arias won the election on a fusionist ticket. 71 

The reasonably democratic and populist nature of the election allowed for a smooth 

transition. Despite all of the difficulties of revolution, political unrest, economic hardship, 

and rotating presidents, Cuba had managed not only to keep its systems intact, but 

expanded them to include women and other previously marginalized people such as 

workers and peasants.72 However, it becomes very clear once the facts are in, that a single 

puppet master was choreographing this widening electorate and strong populism. Batista 

showed how strong his strings really were in 1936. 

Newly elected President Gomez began working to modernize the Cuban State's 

role in the sugar industry. Through Decree 552, he set quota regulations and established a 

68 Throughout Latin America in the wake of the Great Depression, there was a general movement towards 
wider participation and inclusion in politics. Labor unions, liberal political parties, radical political parties, 
segments of the military, and grass roots organizations emerged throughout the region to bring the lower 
classes into the political fold . 
69 Whitney, Robert, State and Revolution, 134-135. 
70 Gellman, I.F. , 136-139. 
71 Ibid . 
72 see Lehmann, David, A Note on the Relationship Between Peasant Economy and Seasonal Wage Labour 
in Pre-Revolutionary Cuba, Journal of Latin American Studies 2002 34(2):325-365 for background on 
rural issues and how they related politi cally, as Batista made many of these issues national. 
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Sugar Stabilization Board to regulate the industry. 73 At the same time, Batista was 

strengthening his means of control and power. Batista had already joined in the rampant 

corruption that characterized much of Cuban politics. As the commander of the army, he 

raised the price of uniforms by 15 cents. The raise in price went straight into his 

pockets. 74 In addition to economic self-betterment, Batista was giving more control of the 

state to the military. In 1936, he established a rural school program through the armed 

forces. 

Since the army could not pay for the program on its own- after all it had those 

expensive uniforms- Batista asked congress to pass a Nine Cents Law on sugar exports to 

subsidize the program. 75 Gomez, seeing that his authority being encroached upon, 

vigorously opposed the measure and promised to veto it. This led to a political battle 

between Gomez and Batista over the amount of authority the armed forces could exercise 

over daily life in Cuba. Batista was making the military an ever more present aspect of 

the Cuban state. The more nationalist and liberal members of the govermnent were doing 

all they could to preserve the civil functions of government. Batista's power was based 

on the military, and his power grew as the military became more and more influential.76 

This conflict over rural schooling made it very clear who was in charge. 

As promised, after the Nine Cents Law was passed by congress, Gomez vetoed it. 

This was despite the fact that he was threatened with impeaclunent if he did so. Gomez 

pleaded to Roosevelt to intervene, but to no avail. Gomez was then impeached on 

73 Gellman, I.F., 142. 
74 Thomas, Hugh, 692. 
75 Gellman, l.F., 147-149. 
76 See Perez Jr. , Louis, "Army Politics in Socialist Cuba," Journal of Latin American Studies 8(2) 1976, 
251-271. Perez focuses on the ways in which the use of the Rebel Army after the 1959 Revolution 
resembles Batista's use of the army, particularly with literacy campaigns. 
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December 24, 1936. 77 As yet another president fell before him, Batista further secured 

and expanded his control over Cuba. A clever mixture of populist measures, military 

authority, and a cooperative U.S. had in three short years calmed and channeled the 

political chaos of the 1933 revolution into a single authority. 

Robert Whitney refers to 1937-1940 as Batista's "populist phase."78 Batista's use 

of the military and police to centralize authority earned him the favor of the clases 

econ6nzicas.79 On the other end, he championed and proposed reform programs to deal 

with labor issues on sugar plantations. In the interest of restoring civil order, the Cuban 

clases econ6micas and the U.S. State Department allowed and endorsed these plans for 

reform. All of this added up to incredible room for maneuver for Batista. 80 

In May of 193 7, an international sugar conference was held. Cuba's participation 

in the conference, which agreed to a five-year limit on sugar production, strengthened 

Cuba' s place in the world market. 81 This growing strength in the world market coincided 

with Batista's domestic reforms . A new Fifty Percent Law was proposed and passed in 

1937. This law extended the previous law to include sugar plantation workers. Batista 

expelled the bulk of foreign workers, mostly Jamaicans and Haitians, from Cuba in favor 

of Cuban workers. 82 Going further, in 1938, Batista legalized the Communist Party. Then 

in 1939, he legalized the CTC as a state-sponsored union. All this was capped off by the 

Three-Year Plan and the Sugar Coordination Law; two pieces of legislation which set out 

to improve social conditions by making the sugar industry as a national enterprise. 83 

77 fbid. , 150-152. 
78 Whitney, Robert, The Architect of the Cuban State, 439. 
79 These were the upper, the business, and middle class professionals in Cuban society. 
80 Ibid. , 441. 
81 Gellman, I.F ., 160. 
82 Whitney, Robert, The Architect of the Cuban State, 441-445. 
83 lbid. 
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These popular acts combined with centralized authority and military loyalty were the 

building blocks of a strong populist base for the 1939 elections. 

Hugh Thomas asserts that the 1940 election was the first real honest election since 

1912. 84 Batista won with his populist base of support, which included the Partido 

Socialista Popular. 85 The events surrounding the election certainly showed a 

commitment on Batista's part to maintaining meaningful democratic systems. Batista's 

opponents, the Autenticos, had won a majority in the constituent assembly, but he did 

nothing to block or interfere with H. Also, the constitutional convention that was elected 

in November of 1939 completed the new constitution. The Cuban Constitution of 1940 

was widely considered the most liberal , progressive, and modern constitution in all of 

Latin America at the time. 

Despite Batista's effective establishment of hegemony over domestic politics, 

Cuba was still subject to the vagaries of export-based monoculture. The 1938 sugar 

harvest failed due to a drought in the east and compounded by a drop in sugar prices. This 

new economic crisis was compounded by the $85 million foreign debt, which resulted in 

a bond crisis with the United States.86 When sugar prices soared as German tanks rolled 

into Poland, it was initially of little help as President Roosevelt had suspended the Sugar 

Quota of 1937. The outstanding debt hindered any new negotiations on trading terms and 

agreements. 87 

84 Thomas, Hugh, 451 . 
85 Perez-Stable, pp. ; The Partido Socialista Popular (Popular Socialist Party) was the Cuban Communist 
Party, which had originally been formed in 1925 with the help of the Mexican Communist and 
revolutionary Enrique Flores Mag6n. lt had successfully wrested control of the labor movement from the 
anarchists in 1927. 
86 Gellman, I.F., 164-167. 
87 Ibid. , 170-178; Thomas, Hugh, 446. 
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Batista's presidency, however, did not suffer from economic difficulties once 

World War II went into full swing. Cuba not only found itself in the midst of a sugar 

boom, but it was nationally unified domestically, and internationally allied for 

hemispheric defense. 88 Despite outstanding debts, Batista was able to negotiate new 

tariffs and loans in 1941. Cuba was also able to exceed its quota due to the depressed 

condition of other sugar producing regions such as the Philippines. 89 After the attack on 

Pearl Harbor, the United States agreed to buy the entire Cuban sugar crop of 1942, and 

again in 1943 and 1944.90 This sugar boom was similar to that of the First World War, 

but there were efforts this time to diversify agriculture and industry while prosperity was 

high. Batista decreed that agro-diversification was to be implemented. The necessary 

machinery from the U.S. was to be obtained and duties were lowered on capital goods in 

general to promote these new industries. However, flush with profits, the sugar planters 

resisted these efforts and continued to rely on sugar.91 Despite the internal and external 

efforts and opportunities, the high profits of the wartime boom maintained the 

monoculture's firm grip on the Cuban economy. 

The revolutionary moment of 1933-34 was indeed a missed opportunity for those 

Cubans looking for a more substantial change and those looking to realize Marti's vision. 

The fall of Machado and the meddling of Sumner Welles had aroused Cuban political 

passions to a fever pitch. While Grau' s government did pass some key legislation that 

moved towards Cuba Libre, it had neither the leadership capabilities nor popular support 

to hold together or channel the revolutionary demands coming from so many sectors of 

88 Ibid ., 450. 
89 Ibid ., 484-485. 
90 Gellman, I.F., 190-205. 
91 Ibid . 
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the population. The result was a power vacuum. Of all the groups vying for power or 

making demands, none were able to establish any sort of supremacy, nor able to arbitrate 

the myriad demands that the revolutionary moment was producing. 

Batista's role in the Sergeant's Rebellion, which was the instigator for all out 

revolution, was of prominence and primacy. Rather than spend his time, as Grau did, 

making revolutionary pronunciations and creating a revolutionary program, Batista 

shored up his position. He quelled disturbances in the army, as well as ingratiated himself 

with Sumner Wells and members of the Cuban business community and the upper and 

middle classes. 92 As Grau's government rapidly lost support and effectiveness, Batista 

was emerging as the only stabilizing agent in the whole process. 

Political chaos was the result of the revolutionary effervescence. Out of that 

chaos, Batista emerged as a strongman with the wherewithal to effectively arbitrate the 

various demands of the CNOC, ABC, PSP, Machado supporters, workers, students, and 

other parties that were armed and roaming the streets. 93 Essentially, without a guiding 

movement, leader, or goal, the revolutionary moment of 1933 imploded. The sea of 

disparate demands had failed to coalesce behind a cohesive movement that could 

effectively establish hegemony over the country. 

Still, the result was not a complete failure. Batista arranged for a puppet president 

and a constitutional convention that resulted in the Constitution of 1940. Many of Grau' s 

92 In much of the literature, as well as in the contemporary discourse, these groups are lumped together as 
the clases econ6micas. 
93 CNOC (Confederaci6n Nacional de Obreros Cubanos- National Confederation of Cuban Workers) was 
the national labor union. The ABC was a middle class-based political action group that was conservative in 
nature and prone to violence. 
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radical reforms remained, and Roosevelt abrogated the Platt Amendment.94 However, the 

liberal constitution was not quite the revolutionary document that many were hoping for 

in 1933. Batista's populism was based on military authority, submission to the United 

States, and continuation of monoculture. In the end, this populism was merely a new face 

to the old order. Politics and govenrn1ent would quickly assume the old pattern of 

corruption, inefficiency, and detachment. This decay only made the missed opportunities 

of 1933 all the more apparent and fueled the burning question, "what if. .. ?" 

The upheavals of 1933-34 had clearly illustrated that Cuba was ripe for 

revolution. The combination of uneven development, corrupt politics, and U.S. meddling 

had made for a setting of discontent in which negotiation could not continue. The gap 

between the ideology of non-negotiable sovereignty with social equality and the ideology 

of economic stability at the expense of sovereignty and social equality was growing to the 

point of complete rupture. In other words, those who deferred to the U.S. and those who 

resented the it were becoming less and less tolerant of each other. 

In essence, Gram sci ' s notion of revolution as the failure and break down of 

hegemonic negotiation is what happened in 1933. There was no one to negotiate with 

after Machado left and Cespedes was deposed. As a result, all of the contesting groups 

fought among each other, none establishing hegemony over the process. Batista stepped 

in and made himself the new authority with which negotiation would take place. 

Hegemony was established, but not by revolutionaries. In the end, there was 

revolutionary effervescence without a guiding revolutionary goal, let alone a guiding 

movement. Fidel Castro would not make the same error. 

94 Grau had abrogated the Platt Amendment while he was in office, but did not·have the authority to do so. 
Only the President of the United States, not Cuba, could abrogate the Platt Amendment. Roosevelt did so in 
1934 once Batista had secured power and Grau was out. 
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The nineteenth century saw the emergence of a disputed Cuban identity that 

culminated in 1898. One sector of the Cuban population sought to strengthen and 

continue Cuban dependency at the sale of full sovereignty. The economic and social 

benefits of capital and markets outweighed the need for a unified and sovereign nation

state. Another sector developed a vision of Cuba that was not only sovereign, but also 

equal , free , and fair. Epitomized by the vision of Jose Marti, this sense of cubania had an 

allure that reached across class and race, and was the very raison d'etre of the Liberation 

Army. However, with the American intervention, those seeking dependency won out. 

The Platt Amendment engendered a castrated Cuba Libre that would struggle to form a 

viable political culture, as well as fulfill the goals of the independence wars. With every 

intervention, political crisis, and economic downturn, there was a reminder of what could 

have been, and what happened instead. 

Going further, 1933 became yet another episode in Cuban history where Cuba 

Libre had slipped away. The patriotism that the events generated rekindled the vision of 

Jose Marti in the political discourse. Cuba Libre was now on the tip of everyone's 

tongue. Patriotism had forced many to look harder at Cuban history and what it meant for 

their current situation. The complete breakdown of authority and the lack of a legitimate 

heir to the legacy of Marti was a glaring reminder of the vision that had not been reached. 

The Constitution implemented in 1940 was a new chance to work towards that vision 

from the past that haunted Cuba. The memory of the past and the vision of Cuba Libre 

continued to be at the forefront of this new chapter, as the events of 1933 and 1940 were 

contemporary to the Revolutionaries, not just history. 
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Chapter 3: Revolution and Redemption 

Democracy's First and Last Dance: The Autenticos 

Before Fidel Castro ever claimed to be the heir to Jose Marti's vision, the 

Autenticos had institutionalized that vision into a viable political party. Taking the name 

of Marti's party, Partido Revolucionario Cubano, Grau San Martin claimed to be the 

"authentic" purveyors of Marti's vision. The Autentico party (PRC-A) was created by 

Grau after the revolutionary debacle of 1933-34. Billing themselves as anti-imperialist, 

' 
socialist, and "true" revolutionaries, the Autenticos gained a majority in the new Cuban 

Congress , as well as the presidency from 1944 to 1952. As a mainstream party, however, 

the Autenticos at best had a difficult time living up to their lofty proclamations and at 

worst struggled to maintain a shred of credibility. 

Charles Ameringer argues that the historiography often overlooks the Autenticos 

altogether, which is sandwiched between Batista's two regimes. 1 The Autenticos are 

lumped into the Batista years, as both were born out of the Revolution of 1933, and the 

attention that they do receive is often negative. They are cast as the party that screwed up 

democracy and allowed the second Batista coup in 1952. While I do not entirely disagree 

with that negative assessment, Ameringer rightly analyzes the Autenticos on their own 

merits, rather than looking forward towards the Batista coup or Castro. 

Grau' s Auten ti co party emerged out of the debacle of 1933 as the mainstream 

political party in opposition to Batista. Once in power, the party vowed to pursue 

1 Ameringer, Charles, 1. 
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revolutionary reforms and an independent, anti-imperialist foreign policy.2 The 

Autenticos were present at the drafting of the 1940 Constitution, and often held a 

majority in Congress thereafter. Grau San Martin returned to the presidency as an 

Autentico in 1944, and was followed by Carlos Prio Socarras in 1948. Batista's 

presidency had benefited from the economic windfall of the Second World War, and the 

Autenticos would as well. However, the memory of multiple collapses of sugar prices 

had long fueled cries for economic diversification. Fernando Ortiz was one such 

academic, writing in the 1940 ' s, who publicly lamented the devastating effects of sugar 

monoculture. 3 The high sugar prices and locked in sales to the United States provided 

more than ample capital for a program of Import Substitution Industrialization. 

However, the traditional sugar elite was reluctant to change the system which was 

providing such fine profits. Furthermore, the middle class developed consumption habits 

that mirrored North American middle class tastes.4 These habits were largely facilitated 

by tourism and sugar profits. As a result of these elements, the Autenticos largely ignored 

diversification, and continued the tried and trued dependency on sugar. Instead, the party 

focused on social issues and foreign policy. 

In terms of foreign policy, the Autenticos were very proactive in promoting the 

fall of dictatorships and promotion of democracy in the Caribbean basin. The focus was 

on Venezuela and the Dominican Republic. Working closely with Guatemala, exiles were 

sheltered, and a military unit, the Caribbean Legion, was formed with the intention of 

2 Ibid ., 24-27. 
3 Ortiz, Fernando, Cuban Counterpoint. This book eloquently illustrates the view of diversification 
proponents in terms sugar monoculture. 
4 Ameringer, 27-28; See also Perez Jr., Louis, On Becoming Cuban, which details the Cuban middle class' 
adoption of the cultural and economic habits of North America, as well as how the Cuban export economy 
was unable to sustain this class in the long run . 
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carrying out direct military action against these dictatorships.5 Although this foreign 

policy was both independent and anti-imperialist in that it was outside the purview of the 

United States, it was largely ineffective. In addition to being poorly executed, the foreign 

policy was overshadowed by the serious domestic issues of gangsterismo and corruption. 

During the Autentico years, armed political gangs, called bonchas, dominated the 

University of Havana.6 These gangs used the University's autonomy to steer academics, 

run rackets, and engage in political violence on and off campus.7 These gangs had links 

to mainstream political parties, namely the Autenticos. High ranking gang members 

obtained positions in the government under the Autenticos, and the groups received 

money and protection. With these links and support, the gangsters, also called pistoleros, 

carried out high profile assassinations on rival gang members as well as politicians. 8 

The inability of the Autenticos to reign in the violence, as well as their links to the 

violence, created a scandal that plagued both administrations. Furthermore, rampant 

corruption by Autentico administrators and bureaucrats further added to the outrage. 

Most notorious was the corruption of Jose Manuel Aleman in the Ministry of Education. 

Despite the fact that education was a main policy priority for the Autenticos, Aleman not 

only helped himself to government funds, but also swelled the bureaucracy of his 

Ministry with appointees that consisted of family members, gang associates, and friends. 

5 Ameringer, 50-55. Fidel Castro was among a volunteer regiment assembled in Cuba for the aborted 
invasion of the Dominican Republic. 
6 fmid. , 29. 
7 Like most Latin American Universities, the University of Havana was autonomous, meaning police and 
other government forces were prohibited from entering the campus for any reason. 
8 Fidel Castro apparently belonged to one such gang, the UJ R, although his associations are somewhat 
unclear . What is clear, however, is that Castro was a well known participant in the politics of the gangs, as 
well as the violence. 
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If that were not enough, Aleman was also linked to pistolero violence. 9 As a result of the 

violence and scandal, public confidence waned, and the party split. 

In 194 7, Eddy Chi bas broke form the Autentico party and formed the Ortodoxo 

party. Chibas was an outspoken and colorful senator known for his dueling, bad driving, 

and Sunday radio programs. 10 Abhorring the betrayal of the ideals of 1933, Chibas 

espoused a more "orthodox" party of Marti to bring true reform and true revolution to 

Cuba. Among the Autenticos that followed Chibas was Fidel Castro. Although Chibas 

considered Castro a gangster, Castro became a high profile Ortodoxo. 11 Castro continued 

his involvement with more violent political actions while he practiced law and prepared 

to run for the Cuban Congress in the 1952 elections. 

Ameringer argues that all of this took place within a culture of violence. 12 The 

prominence of gangsterismo and the govenm1ent ' s collaboration with and inability to 

suppress the gangs speaks to this. Added to this was the heated nationalist political 

discourse that remained in the wake of 1933. Sebastian Balfour points out that the talk 

circulating around the University of Havana in the 1940s centered on the Independence 

struggles of 1868 to 1895 and on the revolutionary year of 1933. 13 The Auenticos were 

supposed to have been the "authentic" realization of these revolutionary movements. It 

had proved to be everything but. The students and young people participating in and 

being affected by the discourse and violence were those who fought and made the Cuban 

Revolution of 1959. Their experience with Cuban democracy had been lackluster to say 

the least. The interests of capitalists and petty politicians had once again prevented any 

9 Ameringer, 37. 
10 Jbid ., 144-166. Between 1945 and 1950, Chibas fought in 10 duels. (39) 
11 Ibid ., 48 
12 Ibid ., 87. 
13 Balfour, Sebastian, 5. 
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real reform, revolution, or realization of Marti. Taken with the violence and misdirection 

of 1933, these young people had more than enough reference to how Cuban politics could 

go seriously awry. The explicit connection of modern ills with the struggles past was 

reinforced. Despite the opening up of civil liberties and the smooth function of elections, 

the Autenticos failed to consolidate liberal democracy in Cuba, let alone a revolution. 

Batista would sound the death knell for the former, and fuel the boiler for the latter. 

Making tbe Revolution 

The decay of Cuban democracy bottomed out in 1952, when Fulgencio Batista 

returned to the Presidential Palace in a bloodless coup. The elections were cancelled and 

· civil liberties suspended. While Batista had maintained a fairly diverse populist base in 

his earlier incarnation as President- recall the support from the PSP- the sequel would 

depend more on military control, nepotism, and Cold War politics. Batista became the 

object of an often used expression used by several U.S. presidents and Secretary of States 

to describe these Latin American strongmen. Preparing for a meeting with Nicaraguan 

dictator Anastasio Somoza in 1939, Roosevelt asked Secretary of State Cordell Hull, 

"Isn't that man (Somoza) supposed to be a son of a bitch?" Hull replied, "He sure is, but 

he's our son of a bitch!" 14 

The U.S. reaction to the coup was uninspired, to say the least. Recognition of 

Batista, as well as military and economic support was extended largely on Cold War 

strategic grounds. ("He's our son of a bitch") Reaction from the Cuban population was 

14 Crawley, Eduardo, Dictators Never Die: A Portrait of Nicaragua and the Somoza Dynasty, C. Hurst & 
Company, 1979, 99 . Variations of this expression were known to be used by Presidents Roosevelt, 
Kennedy, Johnson, and Nixon to describe Latin American dictators such as Somoza in Nicaragua, Batista 
in Cuba, Trujillo in the Dominican Republic, and Duvalier in Haiti. 
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not much more inspired. Token opposition came from students, as well as some of the 

more militant Autenticos and Ortodoxos. This was easily suppressed and not widely 

supported. Underground opposition, both civilian and military, would continue for the 

remainder regime, keeping Batista's secret police very busy. In 1953, there was one 

particular act of opposition that would ultimately bring the downfall of the regime. At the 

time it did not seem like a major threat, but in time it became the banner of the 

Revolution. 

According to Revolutionary lore, on July 26, 1953, Fidel Castro led 110 men and 

2 women in an attack on the Moncada Military Barracks in Santiago de Cuba. Poorly 

planned, badly coordinated, and poorly armed, the attack was a complete failure 

militarily. The vast majority of the attackers were captured or killed in the fighting. Most 

of those captured were summarily executed- or tortured, and then killed. Only a handful 

survived- including Fidel Castro. ts 

Fidel and his surviving comrades were put on trial for the attack. The courtroom 

was improvised in a room in the hospital of Santiago de Cuba. Fidel Castro-a lawyer by 

training- defended himself. Castro's defense speech was extensive. For about four hours, 

he outlined the justifications for the assault, which was intended to initiate a wider 

rebellion. 16 The centerpiece of the justification was defense of the Constitution of 1940. 

According to Castro, Batista's regime was illegal in relation to the Constitution of 1940, 

and it followed that any effort to remove Batista and reinstate the Constitution was legal, 

condoned and constitutionally justified. 

15 Castro ' s surrender- and survival- was negotiated by the Archbishop of Santiago. 
16 Castro , Fidel , Historia me absolved,,, Editorial de Ciencias Social es, La Habana, 1983. 
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In this sense, La Historia me absolvera is a Gramscian argument for revolution. 

While corrupt and inefficient, Cuban democracy had still allowed a measure of 

negotiation between the civil society and the state. With the 1952 coup, those avenues for 

peaceful negotiation were closed off. Castro argued this in the vein of John Locke, 

Thomas Hobbes, St Thomas Aquinas, and even Thomas Jefferson. 17 The right to rebel 

was reserved by the revolutionaries in historical principles that paralleled Gramsci's 

notion of revolution as the breakdown of the negotiation of hegemony and the transition 

form war of position to war of maneuver. 18 

Castro went further, however, and laid out an indictment of Cuban politics and 

society that went deeper than Batista. Had the revolution succeeded, a revolutionary 

government was to be created not only to reestablish constitutional rule, but also to 

address the many social and economic ills of the island. This was to be accomplished 

through five Revolutionary Laws. The first would reestablish the Constitution of 1940 

under the authority of the revolutionary movement. Ostensibly, the revolutionary 

movement would be in power, but the people would have the recourse and power to 

change the constitution. 

The remaining Revolutionary Laws were to address education, housing, 

industrialization, health and land issues. Cuba's relative prosperity was shadowed by its 

extreme underdevelopment in the countryside. While many cite the statistics of 

telephones, cars, and televisions per capita, the presence of a strong middle class, and 

developed labor unions as indicators of prosperity, for many Cubans the reality was quite 

different. Cuba operated within the economic sphere and systems of the United States, 

17 Ibid. 
18 Gramsci , 206-218. War of position refers to countering the hegemonic through political means, whereas 
war of maneuver refers to a "frontal attack." 
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and when statistical comparisons are made with U.S. States, Cuba ranked lower than 

Mississippi, which was the poorest State at the time. 19 

It was this divergent reality that Historia me Absolvera focused in on. Castro cited 

statistic after statistic to illustrate the need for action not only politically, but socially as 

well. The crisis of substandard housing was addressed: 

Tan grave o peor es la tragedia de vivienda. Hay en Cuba 
200 mil bohios y chozas; 400 mil familias del campo y de 
la ciudad viven haciendas en barracones, cuartearias y 
solares sin las mas elementales condiciones de higiene y 
salud; 2 millones 200 mil personas de nuestra poblaci6n 
urbana pagan alquileres que absorben entre un quinto y un 

· d · 20 terc10 e sus mgresos ... 

The defense speech went further yet, and tapped into Cuban identity, memory, and 

principle. Few Cuban politicians went tlu·ough their careers without some allusion to Jose 

Marti. Fidel Castro was no exception, but his use of Marti's legacy was indeed 

exceptional. 

A los que me llamen por esto sofiador, les digo como Marti: 
"El verdadero hombre no mira de que lado se vive mejor, 
sino de que lado esta el deber; y ese es el (mico hombre 
practico cuyo sueno de hoy sera la ley de mafiana, porque 
el que haya puesto los ojos en las entrafias universales y 
visto hervir los pueblos, llameantes y ensangrentados, en la 
a1iesa de los siglos, sabe que el porvenir, sin una sola 
excepci6n, esta del lado del deber. "21 

19 Perez, Louis A. , On Becoming Cuban, 457. Cuba' s per capita income was $320, while Mississippi's 
exceeded $1 ,000 . 
20 Ibid ., 45 . 
21 [bid. , 51. One reason I find this quote interesting is in regards to a statue of John Lennon in a Havana 
park. The music of the Beatles and of John Lennon was banned in Cuba until Lennon's song "Imagine" 
was released. Lennon's music was then embraced and a statue erected in his honor in 2000. The lyrics of 
the song clearly fit into what Castro was saying at this point. (see Scarpaci et. al., 374) 
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The action taken at Moncada was linked to the principles and struggles of Jose Marti. By 

doing this, Fidel Castro consciously inserted himself into the grand Cuban historical 

narrative. This movement, this attack was not only about fighting a caudillo- it was part 

of a larger struggle for Cuba that had yet to be won. 

The Cuban Revolution began with the Moncada assault. The ill fated attack 

accomplished little in the way of threatening Batista's new dictatorship, but it laid the 

foundation for a Revolution. While Castro has claimed that there has been only one 

Revolution, there have certainly been several distinct phases- if not separate revolutions

within the Revolution. Moncada and the Historia me Absolvera speech set up three 

foundational cornerstones of the Revolution' s historical orientation: the principles of Jose 

Marti, the revolutionary spirit of 1933, and the symbolism of the Constitution of 1940. 

This was the recipe for the consciousness of the Cuban Revolution. 

With Marti, the hero of Cuban nationalism, Castro appealed to the patriotism of 

Cubans. This was not a class revolution, nor a race revolution, and certainly not a fringe 

ideological revolution from outside. No, this was a Cuban struggle for their nation. Going 

further, Marti was the high mark for Cuban righteousness, destiny, and pride- and it was a 

historical fact that his vision for Cuba Libre had not been fulfilled. Fifty years and two 

Republics later, there was little progress made and more obstacles put up. Fulfillment of 

Cuba' s destiny had been set back yet again with the 1952 coup and the time was ripe to 

claim it in full and with interest. The revolution would be the vehicle for this. 

With the spirit of 1933, the revolutionary fervor that had forced Gerado Machado 

to resign and then toppled the U.S. appointed replacement was to be harnessed yet again. 

Only twenty years had passed since Cubans had seized the moment to affect the course of 
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their lives and their country. Ordinary Cubans were able to join Carlos Manuel Cespedes, 

Maximo Gomez, Antonio Maceo, and Jose Marti as glorious defenders of Cuba Libre. If 

it had been done before, it could be done again. This time, however, there would be an 

unwavering resolve that would guide those forces to the fulfillment of Cuba Libre. 

With the Constitution of 1940, Castro appealed to the desire for stability, the rule 

of law, and the guarantee of civil rights. Although the Constitution of 1940 was seen by 

many as an inadequate answer to the demands of 1933, it was written by Cubans and was 

a symbol of democratic intentions and progress. Indeed, for Latin America at the time, it 

was a very progressive document. The liberal and socially progressive Constitution had 

the potential for a just and fair society, but the Batista, Grau, and Prio administrations had 

not followed though on that potential. Furthermore, the Constitution of 1940 was the 

most concrete argument for the overtlu·ow of Batista. He was clearly in violation of the 

Constitution and continually subverted the guarantees and liberties that it entitled Cubans. 

Underlying the every aspect of this speech was historical memory. These were not 

abstract notions or dead white guys in history textbooks. These were real and current 

themes that were central to the political discourse throughout the 1940's and 1950's. The 

three themes were part of a historical narrative that was strung together and directly 

connected to the present political situation. For the purposes of the Revolution, there was 

a common denominator for the betrayal of these three icons. What brought it all together 

were the parties responsible for the shortchanging of all three. These were the Americans 

and the Cuban elites loyal to their interests. 

As has been recounted time and time again, the fi_ght for Cuba Libre became lost 

in the Spanish American War of 1898. Just prior to American involvement, elite whites 
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began maneuvering themselves into command of the Liberation Army, wresting it form 

its mostly mulatto, black, and white lower class officers and soldiers, some of whom had 

been fighting since 1868.22 Once the Americans intervened, these elites assisted in the 

disarming of the Liberation Army and collaborated with the military government, the 

retention of Spanish administrators and the adoption of the 1902 Constitution. The 

Americans realized a century old desire to possess control over Cuba's strategic 

positioning, economic resources, and markets. As an added bonus, it was victory over 

Spain in Cuba and the Philippines that was the grand entrance of the United States on the 

international scene as an equal- and a rival- to the great European colonial powers. Just as 

Spain had made Cuba an early foothold for their new overseas empire, the Americans 

staked their claim for empire in Cuba. 

In 1933, an American diplomat, Sumner Welles, came to Havana to "mediate" the 

political crisis that had developed under the Machado dictatorship. His mediation was 

carried out by arranging Machado's departure and hand picking an interim president and 

cabinet. Opposition to this arrangement manifested in the Sergeant's Revolt and the 

formation of a new government under the auspices of Fulgencio Batista and Dr. Grau San 

Martin. With Grau San Martin as President, radical reforms and nationalistic rhetoric 

flowed out of the Presidential Pal ace. Welles put a stop to this by throwing support 

behind Batista to take control of the country and dispose of Grau. This opportunity for 

new directions free of North American restrictions was stopped dead in its tracks. Cuban 

support for the stabilizing effects of Batista' s power and American interests stood in the 

way of realizing Marti's Cuba Libre. 

22 Ferrer, Ada, 
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The Constitution of 1940 had been a hope that Cuba would change for the better. 

However, the politicians became more corrupt than ever, going so low as to collaborate 

with the Mafia to develop casinos, brothels, and other tourist attractions. Any hope that 

was left for reform within the parameters of a constitutional government was shattered in 

1952 with Batista's coup, which was carried out to "save the republic."23 Once again, the 

United States continued support so long as its interests were protected, and the business 

classes continued their support and profited handsomely form tourism, sugar, and 

industry. This neo-colonial arrangement was at the focus of Cuban revolutionary 

programs. In 1895, Jose Marti was a staunch anti-imperialist. In 1935, the Autenticos had 

asserted that any movement in Cuba that was not anti-imperialist was "no revolution."24 

The new movement would take up this cause with gusto. 

Jose Marti, 1933, the Constitution of 1940, social injustice, American meddling, 

and collaborating Cubans were all brought together in this revolutionary statement. It set 

the stage for an organic revolution- one in which the intellectuals and architects of the 

Revolution were rooted in the domestic political , institutional, cultural, and historical 

realities of Cuba. The memory of these events and icons and their relevance to the Cuban 

experience became the backbone of the Cuban Revolution, and arguably, the justification 

for everything that followed. 

23 Ameringer, 179. The coup was a response to the out of control political violence. However, Batista's 
personal ambitions were also a factor. 
24 Ameringer, Charles D., The Cuban Democratic Experience: The Autentico Years, 1944-1952, 
.Gainesville, FL: University Press of Florida, 2000, 13. 
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,Viva la Revoluci6n!: Act III 

"A revolution is not an easy thing. It is easy in books. It is more difficult in reality"
25 

"Hoy solo existe en Cuba una ideologia: La cubana"26 

Following the Moncada trial, Fidel Castro was imprisoned on the Isle of Pines. 

While in prison, Castro was a privileged political prisoner and was able to set up a 

"revolutionary school."27 His incarceration did no last long, as Batista issued a general 

amnesty to all political prisoners in 1955. Ironically, the amnesty that freed Fidel Castro 

was precipitated by pressure from the Eisenhower administration, which was becoming 

embarrassed by their "son of a bitch's" increasingly repressive and violent regime. Upon 

release, Castro went into exile in Mexico with his brother, Raul, and other 

revolutionaries. They founded the Movimiento 26 de Julio as revolutionary vanguard 

aimed at the toppling of Batista. 

In addition to the activities of the Castro brothers, other anti-Batista militants 

were growing in their organization, boldness , and violence. The urban wing of the 26th of 

July movement, the Student Directorate, as well as the more emboldened Autenticos 

waged a campaign of urban guerilla warfare against Batista's forces. With each attack, 

came a new wave of repression, which was answered with more attacks. Bombings, 

shootings, and propaganda became increasingly common on the streets of Havana. 

25 Castro, Fidel; Interview in Nouvelle Critique, 6 August l 962 , as found in Castro Speech Database on 
LANTC. 
26 Liberac i6n, 20 October 1960, the headline. "In Cuba, there only exists one ideology: Cuban." (my 
translation) 
27 This was not without precedent. Several members of the 1930 Dierctorio- precursors to the Autenticos-, 
who were imprisoned at the same Isle of Pines prison during the Machadato, engaged in a political 
education within prison. See Ameringer, 4. 
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The urban warfare was complemented and encouraged with the opening of the 

Sierra Maestra front. In 1956, Fidel Castro and seventy men- including an Argentinean 

named Ernesto Guevara- boarded the yacht Granma, and sailed from the Yucatan 

Peninsula to land in eastern Cuba. Much like 1898, what happened reads like an episode 

from an adventure novel or comic book. Following in the footsteps of previous Cuban 

revolutionaries, Castro's men were to start a popular, rural insurrection in eastern Cuba. 

Eastern Cuba- especially the Sierra Maestra region- was traditionally less developed than 

the west, and also very resistant to the central authority of first Spain, and later Havana.28 

The military campaigns of Cespedes, Gomez, Maceo, and Marti had all come from the 

east, and thus would this one. 

However, bad weather threw the overloaded yacht off course, and the guerillas 

spent days at sea without any provisions. At the same time, Batista's intelligence had 

learned of the impending landing and its high profile leader. The coast guard and army 

were on patrol, anticipating the arrival of the guerrillas. The Granma eventually made it 

to the eastern shores- in the wrong place- and the revolutionaries were immediately met 

with an attack from Batista's troops. According to Revolutionary legend, only thirteen 

men survived the landing and initial clashes, and made their way to the Sierra Maestra 

Mountains. 29 

Batista's press declared the defeat of the guerillas and the death of Castro. 

Nevertheless, the urban fighting continued, and Castro's remaining men regrouped. 

Several weeks after Batista's declaration of victory, New York Times correspondent 

·
28 Wickham-Crowley, Guerillas in Latin America, Princeton: Princeton University Press, 1992, 45. 
29 Perez-Stable, 56-60 . The number of survivors has been the subject of speculation. The religious illusion 
of Castro coming ashore with 12 followers has been perceived by some as a clever political move, while 
others agree with the number of survivors . 
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Herbert Matthews located Castro and his guerilla camp in the Sierra Maestra. 30 The 

resulting interview and press exposure was an embarrassment for the regime, and a 

publicity coup for the guerillas. From here on out, the guerillas won more and more 

support and the regime lost more and more strength. 

The military phase of the Cuban Revolution is not the subject of this paper, but 

several key points must be emphasized. First and foremost, while the Sierra Maestra 

guerillas became the symbol of the anti-Batista struggle, it was not the only force that 

made significant challenges to the regime. Indeed, there is debate over how effective the 

rural campaign really was when compared to the urban campaign. The two fronts were 

constantly at odds over strategy and logistics, and as a result were often unable to 

coordinate their efforts. The immediate effects on the Batista regime at its heart in 

Havana had just as much impact on the regime's fall as did the threat from the east. 31 

The second point that needs emphasis was that the opposition to Batista was 

across classes and widespread. Middle class students and organizations, rural peasants, as 

well as well-off businessmen and former politicians- such as former President Carlos Pri6 

Socarres- fought with, supported, or funded the various opposition groups, including the 

guerillas. As Batista's regime became less and less credible, more sectors of society 

joined in supporting the resistance. 32 

Conspicuously absent from this broad based support was the Partido Socialista 

Popular. Despite having been officially "purged" form the unions and politically 

marooned- at least publicly- by the Batista regime, the Communists opposed Fidel Castro 

30 The interview was published in the New York Times on February 24, 25, and 26 of 1957. 
31 Perez-Stable, 58. 
32 Ibid. 
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and his revolution from the very start in 1953.33 The prevailing Moscow Party line was to 

engage in reformism and shun revolutionary activity. Indeed, Communists had their own 

version of modernization theory, which required the capitalist development of their 

countries as necessary prerequisite to the transition to Socialism.34 Ironically, this 

promoted Communist participation or tacit support for capitalist dictators, oligarchies, 

and democracies. Furthermore, Soviet foreign policy did not want the burden of 

supporting an overseas satellite, or rock the diplomatic boat with the United States. 

Khrushchev would later use the Cuban situation to his advantage, but the main party line 

would remain constant throughout the sixties. 35 The Popular Front strategy had served 

the Cuban Communist Party well since the early l 930's when it first struck up a 

relationship with Batista, which also influenced the Party's opposition to Castro's 

"adventurist" revolution. 

Throughout the fighting, the main revolutionary objective had remained the 

overthrow of Batista and the reinstatement of the Constitution of 1940. The Moncada 

Program for the revolution was largely drawn form Castro's Historia me Absolvera 

speech. Although revolutionary in tone, it was increasingly attractive to humble Cubans. 

Castro had become a celebrity- in Cuba and the United States- based on this platform and 

his boldness. While he was crafting his populist image, Castro solidified himself as the 

symbolic, charismatic leader of the entire Revolution. Although this position was not 

33 The Communists were initially marginalized in 194 7 under the Pri6 administration and continued by 
Batista, who, despite his earlier support from the PSP, bowed to U.S . Cold War demands for the 
suppress ion of Communist parties in allied countries. Despite this, Communists still were present within 
the unions and quietly retained a relationship with Batista. 
34 Huntington, Samuel, Political Modern ization: America vs. Europe, World Politics 1966 18(3): 378-414; 
Inkeles, Alex; Smith, David H. , Becoming Modern, Harvard University Press 1974; Rostow, W.W., The 
Process of Economic Growth, Oxford University Press 1960, and The Stages of Economic Growth- A 
NonCommunist Man/festo, Cambridge University Press 1960. 
35 Despite Khrushchev's enthusiasm for Cuba, the Soviets would eventually come to see Cuba as a burden 
and a liability, both politically and economically. 
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without contestation, the high profile obtained while in the Sierra Maestra was more than 

enough of a firm footing. 36 

Castro's growing popularity made certain sectors of the Cuban elite, as well as the 

U.S. State Department, very uneasy. The Eisenhower administration had received the 

Cuban Revolution with skepticism and wariness. Prior to the January 1, 1959 triumph, 

the U.S. State Department tried to orchestrate a transfer of power from Batista to a milder 

alterna6ve to Fidel Castro. However, this was not because it was believed that Castro was 

a Communist. In fact, the State Department did not have a clear sense of Castro's 

"philosophy and beliefs," but knew that "even some of his ardent supports ... indicated 

their distrust of him. 37 Batista had outlived his usefulness, which complicated the U.S. 

position. Batista's political legitimacy had all but evaporated. Furthermore, the Cuban 

Army was facing utter defeat in the battle against the Rebel Army. Incompetence and low 

moral weakened the Cuban Army's ability to match the guerillas. Going further, many 

Cuban soldiers were defecting to the Rebels on a regular basis. The abuses and 

excessiveness carried out by Batista's loyal police and army officers were an 

international embarrassment for the U.S- particularly when they used equipment supplied 

by the United States through the MAP. 38 The Eisenhower administration cut military aid 

in late 1958, and Che Guevara took Santa Clara in December, effectively ending any 

hope for the Batista dictatorship. 

36 Perez-Stable, 56-60 . 
37 Foreign Relations of the United States, 1955-/957 Volume VJ, "Dispatch from the Ambassador in Cuba 
(Smith) to the Department of State, December 7, 1957," 865-870. 
38 Foreign Relations of the United States, 7955-1957 Vol. IV; 1958-1960 Vol. VI. There is a large quantity 
of documents in these collections regarding the U.S. position on the use and further supply of U.S. military 
equipment for internal use against Batista dissidents, as well as guerillas . 
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On January 1, 1959, Fulgencio Batista became the last in a long line of Cuban 

dictators to resign under pressure and flee to the United States. A triumphant Fidel Castro 

wasted no time in solidifying power through popular reforms, a ruthless clampdown on 

Batista's collaborators and other opponents , and the full integration of the Cuban 

Revolution into Cuban history. Peasants in the Sierra Maestra had already compared the 

guerillas to the independence fighters of the nineteenth century, and the Moncada 

platform had linked the struggle to the Apostle of Cuban nation. 39 It was this integration 

into the historical memory, coupled with popular reforms that forged the base of the 

Cuban Revolution. 

Explaining the Revolution: Abroad 

The study of revolutions is wrought with theories, models, and conjectures. 

Revolutionaries themselves often either try to imitate a previous revolution or export their 

own. The idea of revolutions "spreading" - going back to the reaction to the French 

Revolution- comes from this sense of the ability to imitate and the exportability of 

revolution. The Cuban Revolution, however, was Cuban. Its architects and influences 

were part of the Cuban historical tradition, which has been thus far outlined. In terms of 

the Revolution's survivability and appeal, several things need to be considered. The 

intellectual basis of the revolutionaries, particularly Fidel Castro, was of a decidedly 

organic orientation. Castro as an organic intellectual and the Cuban Revolution as a 

historical revolution was a rejection of traditional revolutionary theory. 

39 Wickham-Crowley, Guerillas in Latin America, 46. 
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Antonio Gramsci identifies two types of intellectuals: organic and traditional.
40 

In 

the field of revolutions, this dichotomy is useful. There are revolutionaries who study 

revolutionary theory and invest themselves in utopian ideals and abstract theories about 

how to attain them. These are the traditional revolutionaries. In the nineteenth and 

twentieth centuries, many of these were Marxists, and later Leninists, who studied 

theories of class struggle and the overthrow of the bourgeois State. 

Conversely, organic intellectuals come from the immediate environment. Gramsci 

discusses organic intellectuals as those that emerge from a specific class such as the rural 

peasantry. These intellectuals are not only familiar with local custom, but they are a part 

of that local custom. They originated from the class in question and define themselves 

according to the identity of that class. In the sense of revolutionary intellectuals, organic 

is defined as the political system as well as the customs and traditions of the nation in 

which revolution is taking place. Fidel Castro and the Cuban Revolutionaries came of age 

in the midst of Cuba's social and political woes, as well its historical memory. Ameringer 

has shown that Castro in particular was deeply involved in the political violence of the 

Autentico years, the Ortodoxo split, and the political discourse in general. The 

revolutionary leadership were first and foremost Cuban nationalists who derived their 

conceptions ofrevolution from Cuba's reality and history. 

In the context of the Cuban Revolution, there are examples of intellectuals of both 

strands. Che Guevara most clearly resembles the traditional intellectual. His ideas on 

revolutionary consciousness, the socialist ideal of the "new man," and guerilla warfare 

were rooted in a wide experience and study of conditions in Latin America and 

40 Gramsci , Antonio, Prison Notebooks, New York: lnternational Publishers, 1971, 3-23. 
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intellectual theories. 41 His famous trips through Latin America not only exposed Guevara 

to social injustice, U.S. hegemony, and political radicals, but also forged a wider, 

idealistic , and abstract conception of a solution to those ills.42 His tendencies towards 

adventurism and his strict conceptions of how things should be were indicators of his 

intellectual position, and ultimately led to his death, as well as his iconification. 

Two publications represent this line of intellectual revolutionary thought. The first 

is Che Guevara's Guerilla Warfare. 43 Essentially, this is a how-to manual for rural 

guerilla insurgency. It covers military tactics, survival techniques, as well as political 

strategies. Guevara's manual was paired with Regis Debray, a French journalist with an 

interest in social revolution. After touring Cuba in 1961, he penned the now classic La 

revolution dans la revolution?44 These two works represent the formulation of the Cuban 

Revolution into the/oco theory, also known asfoquismo. The goal of this formulation 

was to give revolutionaries throughout the world a strategy for victory. The approach and 

goal is in line with the traditional intellectual' s project. 

Castro, from the beginning, was a Cuban pragmatist. He came of age in an 

environment of political violence and historical lament in Cuba. The Cuban Revolution 

was a result of these elements, and Castro has never strayed from the Cuban historical 

experience as the explanation and justification for the Revolution. He has not shied away 

from grappling with the idea of revolutionary theory and practice, nor has he shied away 

from promoting the Cuban Reva] ution as an inspiration and an example of what can be 

done- if not how it is to be done. 

4 1 Guevara, Ernesto Che; El Socialismo y El Hombre en Cuba, Pathfinder Press 1992. 
42 Guevara, Ernesto Che, The Motorcycle Diaries, New York: Verso, 1995; Guevara, Ernesto Che, Back on 
the Road (Otra Vez) , New York: Grove Press, 2001 . 
43 Guevara, Ernesto Che, Guerilla Wa,fare, New York: Monthly Review Press, 1961 
44 Debray, Regis, Revolution in the Revolution?, New York: Grove Press, 1967. 



The life of the revolution has also taught me how difficult it is to 
combine revolutionary theory with actual practice. It is one of 
the most difficult things. There is a tendency towards an artificial 
application of ideas to real life. Frequently we want to suit our 

I. I 4s rea tty to our t 1eory. 
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Castro's pragmatic, if not disdainful, view of theory does not stop there. Critics of 

Guevara and Regis Debray' s formulas echo many of the same sentiments, often with an 

anti-intellectual tinge- even from intellectuals themselves.46 According to Castro, "As a 

matter of fact, I am not an intellectual; I am a man of revolutionary action."47 This 

harkens back to Rodrigo Lazo' s distinction between men of letters versus men of action 

in the mid nineteenth century.48 Ultimately, it was the action of Fidel Castro above 

anyone else's that determined ( and still determines?) the course of the Cuban Revolution. 

The delineation between theory and practice, revolutionary thought and action defines not 

only interpretations of the Cuban "model" of revolution, but the entire field of 

comparative revolutions. As peasants, workers, and intellectuals alike in Latin America 

began dying in this polemic, the stakes became much higher, and both sides intensified 

their arguments for how to make a Revolution. 49 

Fidel did not completely withho ld endorsement of the Jaco theory. According to 

the foco theory, small bands of revolutionaries- focos - in the rural areas of a country can 

45 Castro, Fidel; Interview in Nouvelle Critique, 6 August 1962. 
46 Huberman, Leo; Sweezy, Paul; Regis Debray and the Latin American Revolution, New York: Monthly 
Review Press, 1968. This collection of essays analyses the work of Debray and the failure of foquismo. 
Many of the included authors are academics who accuse Debray of being too academic and theoretical. 
47 Ibid . 
48 Lazo, Rodrigo, Writing to Cuba: Filibustering and Cuban Exiles in the United States. See discussion of 
Lazo 's work in Chapter 1. 
49 Ibid ., This particular collection of essays was one of many publications that came out after the death of 
Che Guevara in Bolivia that criticized the/oco theory and searched for new directions in revolution. 
Contextually, this time also saw the momentary defeat of many Central American Revolutions. It would not 
be until the mid 1970s that new and invigorated revolutionary movements such as the FMLN and FSLN 
would take revolutionary guerilla warfare the next level. 
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carry out guerilla tactics that would inspire and lead the population to revolution. 50 The 

focos represented a military and intellectual vanguard. Although not purely Leninist, 

foquismo required an enlightened leadership ofrevolutionary guerillas. Drawing from the 

men of action/men of letters dichotomy that arose during the annexationist years, 

foquismo departs from Leninism in a very Cuban way, requiring the "professional 

revolutionaries" to be combatants, rather than mere intellectuals. The Cuban leadership, 

Castro and Guevara included, did not shy away from encouraging and sometimes aiding 

these types of movements in other Latin American countries. Focos popped up in nearly 

every Latin American country in the years following the Cuban Revolution. All failed 

spectacularly. In Nicaragua, the FSLN would ultimately triumph in 1979, but using a 

strategy that resembled the broad coalition that overtlu·ew Batista, notfoquismo. 51 

The Foco Theory had several flaws. The most obvious is that it is not how the 

Cuban Revolution actually developed. The emphasis on the rural guerilla as the 

flashpoint and leader of revolutionary activity is an extension of the power struggles 

within the Cuban Revolution. The competing urban movements in Cuba were 

downplayed in order to assert the legitimacy of Fidel Castro's authority. Foquismo was in 

a sense an idealized version of the events that served the Sierra Maestra Guerillas more 

than it did potential revolutionaries in other countries. 52 While Guevara and Debray saw 

foquismo as a viable intellectual project, Castro used it as a tool for domestic political 

50 Debray, Regis, Revolution in the Revolution?, New York: Grove Press, 1967; Guevara, Ernesto, Guerilla 
Warfare, New York: Monthly Review Press, 1961. These are the definitive works onfoquismo. 
51 Wright, Thomas C., Latin America in the Era of the Cuban Revolution, New York: Praeger Press, 1991. 
52 Ibid. The FSLN (Sandinista National Liberation Front) made its debut in the l 960's as a Cuba inspired 
foco, but evolved into a wider movement that included Marxists, peasants inspired by Liberation Theology, 
urban middle class support, and support from the business community. 
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power and regional power projection. It provided a base for the Rebel Army's claim to 

primacy in the movement against Batista. 

Foquismo is essentially the explanation of the Cuban Revolution in the 

international context. In other words, this was the export model for revolution in Latin 

America. It reflected the traditional intellectual bent of Guevara, but it was the tool of 

Castro, the organic intellectual. Fred Halliday has argued for the international context for 

revolutions in general. 53 The international component is a critical part of every revolution 

in terms of victory, survival, and export. Perhaps from Halliday we can come to the 

conclusion that the real failure offoquismo and the export of the Cuban Revolution-for 

those that imported it- was that the Cuban revolution was not only a domestic moment for 

revolution, but an international one as well. 54 Despite, or in spite of domestic conditions, 

the Latin American revolutionary struggles were not carried out at the appropriate 

moment, just as the 1895 and 1933 revolutionary moments in Cuba. It took Cuba three 

tries to succeed. 

In other words, revolutionary consciousness has to extend beyond the national in 

its considerations- whether it is of the traditional or organic variety. Modern revolutions 

can never be safely distant form global hegemonic forces, let alone be isolated from 

them. In this sense, revolutionaries must be wary of the abstract and the generic. For a 

revolution to succeed, those carrying it must learn the lessons of timing and reaction 

within and outside of their country. Looking at Fidel Castro's approach to revolution, the 

emphasis is on Cuban history, identity, and struggle, there is not much room for the 

53 Halliday, Fred, Revolution and World Politics, Durham: Duke University Press, 1999. 
54 In terms of the military success of the Cuban Revolution, it cannot be forgotten that a crucial aspect to 
victory was the withdrawal of U.S. military and political support for Batista. ln contrast, most other Latin 
American guerilla movements were met with increased U.S. military support for Latin American 
governments. 
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abstract or the foreign. Once established, Castro pursued a foreign policy of preservation 

and defensive power projection. The alliance with the Soviet Union was more strategic 

than idealistic. The international conditions provided a rival superpower to check the 

counter-revolutionary actions of the United States, and give Cuba room to maneuver. 55 At 

the same time, Castro did not submit to the directives of the Soviet Union, maintaining 

sovereignty. 56 This strategy stemmed from an organic intellectual outlook. Cuban history 

and experience had shown that domestic revolutionary movements were targeted by U.S. 

forei gn policy and economic interests, as well as elite Cuban collaborators. Castro acted 

accordingly. 

Cuban support for other guerilla movements reflected the same sort of strategy. 

By supporting revolutionaries in Latin America, Africa, and Asia, Castro aimed to keep 

the counter-revolutionary hegemonic power too busy to interfere with Cuba. Prior to the 

intervention in Angola, Castro asked his advisors how U.S. Congressmen would vote for 

U.S. intervention to counter Cuban intervention. 57 Whereas Che Guevara had left Africa 

in disgust over the lack of revolutionary consciousness and zeal, Castro saw an 

opportunity in revolutionary export for the purpose of revolutionary defense- both in 

terms of world prestige and distraction of the enemy. 

Explaining the Revolution: At Home 

Beyond being a foundation for the initial triumph of the Revolution in 1959 and 

its early successes, the historical orientation of the Revolution solidified a base of 

55 Parker, Noel , Revolutions and History, 84. 
56 Dinnerstein , Herbert S. , "Soviet and Cuban Conceptions of Revolution' , Studies in Comparative 
Communism 1971 4(1 ): 3-22 . 
57 Wright, p. 
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legitimacy within Cuba. Foquismo was largely a commodity for export, although it did 

reflect the effort on the part of Castro to emphasize the role of the Sierra Maestra 

guerillas and deemphasize everyone else. Internally, the link to history and the Cuban 

experience of struggle was the Revolution's bread and butter. The perpetuation of U.S. 

aggression, as well as elite opposition to social reform gave the Revolution room to 

maneuver. The United States had been put in check, relatively speaking, as a result of the 

Cuban Missile Crisis. The sabotage and assassination attempts carried out by the CIA and 

Cuban exiles only bolstered the resolve of the Revolution- and Castro- to survive, and in 

many ways contributed to the mystique of Fidel Castro. What this room for maneuver 

meant for the Revolution at home was the ability to be self critical in the face of domestic 

policy failures- of which there were plenty. 

By 1962, the Revolution had been more or less secured. The Revolution had 

successfully integrated itself into Cuban history, and the alliance with the Soviet Union 

protected it from the United States, as well as provided a badly needed exclusive trading 

partner. With this in place, the new Cuban State set about the project of state formation. 

A crucial element to this was the diversification of the Cuban economy and a move away 

from an export-based sugar monoculture. All in all , this was an uneven and rather ad hoc 

process. As a result, the 1960's turned out to be quite a learning experience for Cuba and 

its Revolution. Different methods of economic development and government 

administration were tried, reformulated, tried again, and failed. Systems of the Soviet, 

Chinese, and alternative versions were implemented to no avail, and only served to 

disrupt the economic development of the country. 58 

58 Mesa-Lago, Carmelo, Dialectica de la Revoluci6n Cubana: de f idealismo carismatico al pragmatismo 
institucionalismo, Biblioteca Cubana Contemporanea 1979, 20-21. 
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As a reaction to the lackluster performance of the economy, and for that matter 

the Revolution following the early successes, a new project was undertaken to invigorate 

the economy and the conciencia of the Revolution. Announced in 1969, the 10 million 

ton sugar harvest, or Gran Zafra (Great Harvest), dominated the resources and energies 

of the entire island of Cuba. More was on the line, however, than the economic benefits 

or shortfalls of the "Year of the Decisive Endeavor". 59 Castro declared that the harvest 

was a "moral commitment for the country". 60 The Gran Zafra became a test of the 

Revolutionary systems, institutions and ideologies. Failure would force the State to 

concede its weaknesses and move to adopt new, pragmatic reforms and institutions to 

fulfill the needs of the nation. That is exactly what it did. 

The 1970 sugar harvest was the largest in Cuba's history, yielding over 8.5 

million tons. 61 The shortfall, while not tragic in terms of the sugar exports, did re.veal 

weaknesses in the State. Furthermore, it caused even more significant shortfalls in other 

industries and agriculture production that had lost resources to the Zafra.62 Every aspect 

of life had been adjusted to the 10 million ton harvest. Christmas was postponed, 

volunteer labor mobilized, even diplomats from North Vietnam and the Soviet Union cut 

cane for the cause.63 With all the emphasis and effort, the failure was all the more 

evident. The program of moral incentives designed to build conciencia among workers 

resulted in inefficiency and high rates of absenteeism. Mismanagement of resources and 

poor planning by the State also played a large role in the failure of the harvest. Moreover, 

59 Thomas, Hugh, 1436. Every year was named an honorary title that dealt with the goals and triumphs set 
for that particular year. Thomas gives Castro credit for systemizing this, but not inventing it. 
6° Castro speaking on October 18, 1969, as quoted in Balfour, Sebastian, Castro, p. 97. 
61 Thomas, Hugh, 1436. Thomas doubts the validity of the production numbers, citing possible Soviet and 
Cuban book cooking. 
62 Balfour, Sebastian, 98. 
63 Thomas, Hugh, 1438. 
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the industrial development and djversification touted and predicted by Guevara and other 

leaders in the early sixties had failed to materialize, deepening Cuba's monoculture 

dependency and its ties to a single customer, the Soviet Union. Castro had overplayed his 

hand. 

Sebastian Balfour depicts the failure of the Gran Zafra as a "terrible blow to his 

(Castro's) leadership."64 Questions of credibility and legitimacy on the national and 

international scene had to be answered. On July 26, 1970, an answer was given. The 

answer was self-criticism and the call for institutionalization. Right off the bat, Castro 

declared, "I am going to present- in a nutshell if you will- the substance of our 

difficulties." 65 He then went into a drawn out criticism of the slapdash institutions and 

misguided leadership of the past ten years. 

A couple weeks later at the rally for the 10111 a1miversary of the Federaci6n de 

Mujeres Cubanas (FMC- Federation of Cuban Women), Castro continued the criticism, 

in which was embedded an aspect of progress. 

Often we have talked about our successes, and, of course, 
successes are an encouragement. You feel encouraged 
today over the successes of the past ten years. Actually, our 
people have matured so much that they also talk fearlessly 
about their deficiencies. So much have our people matured 
that they do not need their successes pointed out constantly 
to feel encouraged and motivated to effort. 66 

True to form, Castro took the failures and criticisms of the regime and turned 

them into strengths. The internal struggle and failures were also again placed in the 

context of the outsiders, the detractors. Castro went on in the FMC speech, 

64 Balfour, Sebastian, 98. 
65 Castro, Fidel , speech given on July 26t\ 1970, as found on LANlC. 
66 Castro, Fidel, speech on August 24, 1970 to the FMC. 



Of course, how wrong they are (reactionaries), how stupid 
they are, how stupid! For it is a fact that the revolution and 
the leaders of the revolution can say things as I said them 
before the world and almost a million Cubans. Our enemies 
say that there is discontent here, and we say that they are 
right. Our enemies say that we have difficulties, and we say 
that they are right. How stupid they are that they do not 
understand to what degree this attests to the strength and 
the consciousness of the revolution! 67 

The Cuban State moved fast to recover from the shortfall of 1970. The plan was 
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to institutionalize the Revolution. The main aspect of the call for institutionalization was 

to democratize the Revolution to spread decision making among workers and other rank 

and file citizens, especially in the local context.68 The downfalls of over-centralization 

and bureaucratization had been on the minds of the Revolutionaries throughout the 

sixties, and 1970 had made those downfalls painfully obvious. The most immediate result 

of this new direction was the strengthening of vanguard institutions and their 

membership, such as the Committees for the Defense of the Revolution and the Cuban 

Communist Party. In addition to this , material incentives were introduced to combat the 

absenteeism and inefficiency that moral incentives had produced. 

These actions, coupled with a rise in sugar prices and production, allowed for a 

relative period of economic progress. The recovery from the Gran Zafra allowed the 

State to maintain its legitimacy as a progressive vanguard for the greater population of 

Cubans. The relative economic stability brought on by the reforms allowed for further 

institutionalization of the Revolution. 

67 Ibid . 
68 August, Arnold, 203 . 
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The establishment of Poder Popular (Popular Power) signaled a new chapter in 

the Revolution in which the pueblo cubana was to be fully incorporated. Speaking on 

July 26, 197 4, Castro regaled the crowd with statistics regarding voter turnout and the 

general enthusiasm of the entire process. 69 In a press conference following the elections, 

Castro gave examples of this enthusiasm: "They told me that practically no one slept last 

night in the province of Matanzas. They also told me that citizens were standing in line at 

0400 hours in the morning waiting for the polls to open."70 The enthusiastic participation 

and success of the elections was a proving ground for the methods of Poder Popular. As 

a result, they were instituted nation wide by 1976. 

1976 also saw the approval of a new constitution which included those elections 

as a provision. Drafting had begun in 1974, and in 1975 it had been submitted to mass 

organizations and vanguard movements. 71 Meetings were held in which citizens voted on 

the draft and on changes. Throughout the course of the constitutional process, historical 

dates were utilized. The draft was released to the public on April 10, 1975, which was the 

106th anniversary of the constituent assembly of the First War for Cuban Independence. 72 

Castro received the draft for review on the 80th anniversary of the Second War for 

Independence. The constitution was then put to a vote by secret ballot to el pueblo 

cubana. The overwhelming voter turnout and its acceptance of the new constitution 

served as another victory for the State in its recovery from 1970. Discursive democracy 

had now manifested itself in institutionalization. Furthermore, the process was 

69 Castro, Fidel , Fidel Castro Speeches Vol. 2, 188- 214. 
70 1974 Press Conference in which Castro lauds elections, July 14, 1974, as found on LANlC. The province 
of Matanzas was the site of the Cuban Revolution's first experiment with electoral politics. 
71 There is a myriad of state-sponsored organizations designed to incorporate Cubans into the State. The 
FMC, Co mites para la Defensa de la Revoluci6n (CD Rs) are examples of these vanguard groups. 
72 August Arnold, 214-220 . 



incorporated into the original designs of the Revolution, which had been postponed by 

circumstance and the need to enact the early reforms. Raul Castro explained: 

At the same time, during those initial years the lack of 
material resources led to fears about the feasibility of 
setting up the organs of People ' s Power when these bodies 
would not have the necessary resources to cope with certain 
tasks, including some for which there was great need in the 
population like housing, maintenance, and repair. 73 

1970 was watershed moment in which the regime put its credibility on the line 
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and survived a great failure. The resulting reforms led to an opening up of the system to a 

broader participation in the planning and execution of policy. Needless to say, it was not 

a complete opening, but a successful reform nonetheless. The subject of democracy 

emerges from this episode and raises interesting points about the explanation of the 

Revolution. The restoration of democratic systems had been a main objective in the fight 

against Batista, but had been put on hold in order to first defend the Revolution, and then 

to build the conciencia of the new society. Going further, Castro vehemently criticized 

the type of democracy that had been exercised in Cuba since 1902. The appearance of 

democratic systems had been implemented, but the substance and spirit had not. Yet 

again, the Revolution's historical narrative is front and center. 

Dealing with Dissent 

Concurrent with the suspension of a new democratic system in the early 1960s 

was the clampdown on dissidents within Cuba. The waves of arrests, imprisonments, and 

executions began with Batista collaborators, but soon spread to those who criticized the 

73 Castro, Raul , speech given August 22, 1974 to the recently elected delegates from Matanzas on the 
significance of People's Power. 
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regime- including many who had fought in the Rebel Army. Armando Villadares' 

account of his tenure as a political prisoner in Cuba speaks to the intensity of the 

clampdown on political dissidents. 74 Revolutionary justice was handed out by tribunals of 

Rebel Army officers, who often were from the peasantry and lacked any judicial training. 

Critics of Castro, and gradually critics of communism, swelled Cuba's jails beyond 

capacity. 

The explanation given for this clampdown has often been in the vein of a 

Stalinist/Soviet/Communist propensity for ruthlessness and paranoia. While clearly 

human and political rights have been grossly violated in order to suppress dissidence, 

there is perhaps a more organic perspective to explain this move. Rather than looking at 

Communism, or even the leadership, perhaps the focus needs to be shifted to revolution 

in and of itself, as well as the historical context of the repression. That being said, there 

are plenty of non-communist revolutions that engaged in campaigns against domestic 

detractors that range from censorship and suspension of civil liberties to bloody 

repression and terror. Robespierre and the Terror in the French Revolution immediately 

come to mind, but there is a closer example to which we may be able to draw interesting 

comparisons. 

In 1798, the Adams administration signed the Sedition act into U.S. law. The law 

clamped down on public criticism of the U.S. government and its policies, and was also 

directed at pro-British publications. Hefty fines of up to five thousand dollars and prison 

terms of up to five years were the penalty for violations.75 Clearly, the Sedition Act does 

not compare with the wave of repression that took place in Cuba, but there are some 

74 Valladares, Armando, Against All Hope, New York: Alfred A Knopf, 1986. 
75 See Apendix II , the Sedition Act of 1798 
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contextual similarities that make this violation of American democracy and principles of 

freedom worth a good look at. 

The American Revolution was not a unanimous movement. Loyalists and Patriots 

often came from the same families- Benjamin Franklin's son was a Loyalist. Indeed, 

there was opposition to the independence movement, as well as the creation of the new 

federal government. The Acts of Confederation were an abject failure, and there were 

many challenges to the federal authority of the Constitution- the Whisky Rebellion, for 

example. Going further, British sympathizers did not all leave once independence was 

achieved, and would continue to be a source of criticism for the new American 

Goverm11ent. Added to this context was the fact that tensions remained with Great 

Britain. Britain was the world power at the time and still maintained colonies in Canada 

and the Caribbean. Great Britain posed a threat to the survival of the newly independent 

United States. With this in mind, pro-British critics of the U.S. government take on a 

much more serious role than mere editorial critics. 

A newly independent and revolutionary government finds itself in a position 

where the former colonial power is in a position to reassert its authority. Elements within 

that newly independent revolutionary nation have retained sympathies with the former 

colonial power and are criticizing the government of the newly independent revolutionary 

goverm11ent. In response, the newly independent Revolutionary government passes a law 

that violates the principles of its revolution, but aims at containing the internal threat to 

the survival of the newly independent revolutionary government. 

This generic explanation of the 1798 Sedition Act can describe the situation of 

Cuba with little modification. Castro's revolutionary regime was (is) threatened by the 
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United States, which was (is) seeking to reestablish its hegemony and authority. Elements 

within Cuba that had sympathies with the United States were criticizing the Revolution 

and its leaders. Clearly where the comparison requires more explanation is the fact that 

Section 4 of the Sedition Act set its own expiration in 1801, whereas the restriction of 

political freedoms in Cuba has continued for forty-five years. 76 Also, the wider impact of 

imprisomnent and harassment of dissidents in Cuba has reached far beyond the scope of 

the Sedition Act. 

The Bay of Pigs offers one particular explanation. With the emigre invasion, 

Cuban dissidents- both emigres and those living on the island- actively collaborated with 

the foreign power to invade Cuba. This situation is essentially what the fear was that 

spawned the Sedition Act. The difference is that the United States and the emigres were 

persistent and vigilant in the attempts to halt the Cuban Revolution. The Embargo, 

Operation Mongoose, the Bay of Pigs, Operation North Woods, and Radio Marti were 

(are) constant threats to Cuban sovereignty and social revolution. While Castro used 

these threats to bolster his own power and authority at home, there is another element to 

the voracity of the Castro clampdown: historical precedent of treachery. 

The historical record for Cuban nationalism has no shortage of traitors. In the 

1840 ' s and 1850's, Cuban elites tried to arrange the outright annexation of Cuba by the 

United States. In 1898, elements of the Creole elite aided the United States in disarming 

the Liberation Army and setting up a government that excluded the substance of the 

independence movement, as well independence itself. The resulting Platt Amendment 

reared a generation of Cuban politicians in a culture of deference to U.S. interests and 

culture. At various points, Cuban presidents of this era requested the intervention of U.S. 

76 See Appendix II , The Sedition act of l 798 , Sec. 4. 
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troops to put down unrest and opposition political movements. In 1933, elements of the 

Cuban elite conspired with Batista and U.S. minister Sumner Welles to halt a 

revolutionary movement and reaffirm the corrupt politics of deference under the Second 

Republic. Fidel Castro has been fairly straightforward in denouncing these two parties: 

They invented a democracy for you in which you, the 
majority, counted for nothing. And this despite your 
tremendous strength, your sacrifice, the fact that you 

. worked for the others within the national life. You, 
although you were the majority, neither governed nor 
counted for anything. 77 

The dissidents of the 1959 Revolution thus became integrated with this historical 

tradition. Just as the Revolution had integrated itself into the true vision and substance of 

Cuba Libre, the dissidents became integrated with the history of those who had 

continually betrayed Cuba Libre. The actions of the emigres at the Bay of Pigs cemented 

this interpretation and indicted all dissidents as guilty by association. The CIA actively 

recruited Cubans who were known to disagree with Castro to participate in assassination 

and sabotage campaigns. By no means does this justify widespread political repression, 

but it better explains the clampdown as it pertains to the survival of the Cuban Revolution 

and the lessons of Cuban history. 

* * * 

These explanations of the Cuban Revolution are organic in nature. Whereas 

foquismo sought to alter the story for export, the story on the island remained rooted in 

the Cuban historical experience. The precedents that were established in the past created 

a situation that allowed for the 1959 Revolution to occur, but more importantly, those 

77 Castro, Fidel , Speech on May 1, 1960, as found on LANIC. 
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precedents were in the minds of the Revolutionaries when they enacted programs and 

carried out policies. The reference of history provided a more useful tool in plotting the 

Revolutionary course. By addressing history first , Castro's regime thus was able to 

consolidate legitimacy and acquire a measure of room to maneuver that allowed the state 

to engage in a trial and error program of Revolutionary development without losing too 

much face. Furthermore, even the contemporary opponents and enemies of the 

Revolution were linked to history. This guilt by association made dissidents more than 

mere political commentators , but rather potential recruits for the CIA and 

counterrevolutionary violence. 
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Conclusion: 

History's Absolution and the Absolution of History 

By casting the Cuban Revolution of 1959 as a Historical Revolution, we can set 

aside for good a teleological view of Cuban History up to 1959. Conversely, the 

Revolution has constantly viewed itself and cast itself as a result of, or a reaction to that 

very history. So, instead of reading history up to the revolution, the Revolution itself 

consciously looks back at that history to not only explain its origins, but also to plot its 

course accordingly. Indeed, the spokespersons of the Revolution- primarily Fidel Castro

have argued that 1959 was not the only possible result of the Cuban historical narrative. 

According to the Revolution, the missed opportunities of 1898, 1933, and 1940 each held 

a possibility for Cuba Libre and social justice. In addition to pushing aside teleology, this 

view bridges the gap between pre and post 1959. By reincorporating the Revolution into 

Cuban history in an organic manner, a more sophisticated analysis of both the changes 

and the continuities of the Cuban Revolution can be made. These historical lessons went 

further than establishing goals and principles. They indicated a constant element in Cuba

past and present- that stood in the way. This element was the combined interest and 

power of foreign capitalism (i.e . dependency) and the collaborating Cuban elite. 

Historical- not necessarily revolutionary or ideological- consciousness was the 

driving force behind the radicalization of the revolution. This is not to say that the 

ideology of Marti and cubania was not present. However, history had shown the 

generation of the Revolution that this ideological backbone had never been enough. The 

historical lessons, as well as the persistence of contemporary foreign (i.e., U.S.) 

capitalism and the Cuban elite, were the crucial ingredients to the radicalization of the 
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1959 Revolution. To achieve Cuba Libre once and for all, and to not repeat history, this 

element had to be neutralized. Put into the Cold War context, an alternative means was 

available that had not been previously- both in a global economic system and as a check 

on the power of the U.S. and the Cuban elite. 1 

For better or worse, Cuba- and in the periphery- are dependent on global 

economic systems in order to survive. This element is what the power of foreign 

capitalism and the Cuban elite hinged on. The necessity of bowing to the foreign 

capitalists and serving their interests to retain political and economic benefits hindered, if 

not blocked, the viability of cubania and Cuba Libre. Going further, the United States 

had established itself as the master of the Caribbean. After 1898, there was no 

appreciable colonial presence in the Caribbean that could check the United States in 

terms of military presence or investment capital. The political and economic elite in Cuba 

were intimately tied to this power, and thus their position in Cuba was beyond reform. As 

a result, there was no real alternative either to U.S. capitalism or internal political reform. 

With the Cold War, there was an alternative international economic system, and a check 

on U.S. power. 

Every year that Fidel Castro has remained in power after the fall of the Soviet 

Union further illustrates how what happened in Cuba actually happened in Cuba. As the 

Revolution has evolved and continues to evolve, students of Cuba must reassess where 

and how the Revolution fits into Cuban history in a holistic, rather than an exceptional 

manner. Furthermore, just as Cuban history influenced what transpired from 1953 to 

1976, it will influence what will transpire once the long anticipated "regime change" 

occurs. Whether it is in five, ten, fifteen, or twenty years (Cubans do tend to live a really 

1 Parker, Noel, 84 . 



long time) there will be a population that overwhelmingly has only known a socialist 

Cuba. The lessons learned and the historical memory will dictate just how much will 

actually change and how much will remain. 
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Fidel Castro once claimed, "I am a Marxist-Leninist, and have always been a 

Marxist-Leninist." We may never know if Castro was actually speaking the truth, or 

merely taking advantage of a political situation (He is, after all, a lawyer by trade). There 

are those that claim he was a closet communist the whole time, and bamboozled an entire 

country into adopting socialism (Somewhat unlikely). There are others that have argued 

that Fidel has always at heart been a political gangster, interested only in gaining and 

maintaining his own personal power (Far more probable). One thing we can be sure of is 

that no matter what ideology has been paraded about, the ultimate litmus test of 

Revolution in Cuba has been the link to Cuban history. Therefore, the only way we can 

understand the Revolution is to see how it fits into history, not how it deviates from it. 

This historical interpretation, and this thesis, will suffer from a weak conclusion. 

Primarily, more work needs to be done with a bottom-up perspective of the resonance of 

history and the Revolution among Cubans. This limited work on the historical 

interpretation, focusing on the use of history by the leadership, is only a start. Ultimately, 

however, these interpretations are open ended due to the simple fact that the primary 

historical actor is still on the stage. Castro ' s long postponed departure has kept this 

subject on the grey area between history and current events, analysis and polemic. This is 

an open ended story that can only be partially understood. We will most likely have to 

wait until this is all actually in hindsight to fully appreciate and analyze what the Cuban 

Revolution was, is, and will be. 
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Epilogue: hnpressions of Havana in 2004 

What has truly driven and shaped the course of this study have been the 

impressions and insights that I had while conducting field research in Havana, Cuba, in 

July of 2004. With the support of a grant form the Tinker foundation, I set out to explore 

the ways in which the various housing programs and initiatives enacted by the Cuban 

govenm1ent have affected the ways in which neighborhoods had developed. My interest 

in housing and communities stems from my involvement with Habitat for Humanity in 

Tucson, Arizona, where I work with applicants and homeowners. I also occasionally 

volunteer to do construction work with Habitat for Humanity International in Nogales, 

Mexico. I had no interest in either lauding the Cuban programs or denouncing them. For 

me, any attempted solutions at alleviating substandard housing are worth looking at. It 

turns out that this subject provided me with impressions beyond housing programs. 

I had few expectations going into Cuba. I had heard conflicting stories from 

people who had been there. There seems to be little gray area when it comes to opinions 

on Cuba. I met with emigres, architects , academics, fellow graduate students, and others 

who had traveled there in recent years , and the opinions given were either very positive 

or very negative. Some told me that I would have a great time and that people would talk 

to me about anything, others told me that as a white, blue-eyed American, I would get 

nothing. 1 With so many conflicting versions, I was not sure what to expect upon arrival. 

1 To complicate matters, my flight to Havana was on July 5, 2004 . Less than a week before my flight, the 
Bush administration strengthened the Embargo and began restricting the use of Travel Licenses to Cuba. I 
had already run into an early hint of this when the Treasury Department did not renew the University of 
Arizona Center for Latin American Studies ' li cense. Luckily, the School of Architecture also had a license 
which was not up for renewal at the time. 
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Havana is full of life, resourcefulness, contradiction, beauty, regret, and hope. 

Socialist paradise it is not, but neither is it a Communist wasteland. I arrived without any 

contacts or even a hotel reservation. In a way, I let the city lead me around. My plan was 

to find one or two neighborhoods to be my case studies. I would informally talk to people 

about their neighborhood and what kinds of projects had been implemented. Based on the 

interviews, I would get a sense of what the neighborhood was like before and after any 

State improvements. I found that Habeneros were more than happy to talk about their city 

and their neighborhoods.2 In addition, my subject was fairly innocuous and I made it 

clear that I was neither looking to renounce or regale the Revolution, so I could count on 

there being little if any embellishment in the descriptions. 3 

I found a hotel in Habana Centro, one street off of the Prado. This was the 

neighborhood of Colon, which became the focus neighborhood for my research. I quickly 

made acquaintances among the various jineteros- street hustlers- that worked the area. I 

latched on to one and began meeting people all over the neighborhood. I stayed in various 

casas particulares, but ended up staying the majority of the time in the same building as 

my jinetero friend. 4 Through him, I got to know his circle of friends very well, and 

became familiarized with the very interesting social and economic patterns of the 

neighborhood. 5 It only took a week for the veneer of the jineteros' talk to wear off. 

Staying in one location allowed me to become somewhat familiar to the residents-

2 In keeping with policies of Human Subjects, the names and places of residence of interviewees will not be 
disclosed. References to interviews will be generic . 
3 In preparing for my trip, several people had informed me that many Cubans are eager to talk to 
Americans, but will often give answers and descriptions that the American wants to hear. For example, if 
the American is clearly in favor of the Revolution , they will give a positive account of life in Cuba. Often 
the motivation is a free meal or a free drink. While 1 am not convinced that all Cubans do this, I made sure 
to compensate for it when it was apparent that this was what was going on. 
4 Casas particulares are rooms for rent in private homes. 
5 Among these friends was an American touri st who had traveled to Havana several times in the last few 
years. 
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meaning that they knew I was not a tourist interested in hearing political stories, finding a 

girlfriend, or obtaining black market merchandise. 6 Instead I was able to observe many 

facets of life in a neighborhood that was particularly rich with history, economics, 

politics, and social patterns. 

The daily strategies employed by people to survive or to improve their lot in life 

are incredible. The nature of central planning in terms of housing has often resulted in 

several generations of a family living in the same home. 7 As a result, the communities are 

close knit. Everyone knows everyone. When one adds in the Cuban social environment of 

the balconies and the streets, everyone also knows what is going on. One resident 

explained this as to the reason for fairly low crime. "If something happens, .everyone 

knows right away and it is dealt with. "8 

The State 

Havana has been radically altered by the 1959 Revolution, particularly by the 

early urban reform legislation. Most significant was the Urban Reform Law of 1960 

which legally and structurally established the Revolutionary principle that housing is not 

a commodity, but a service. Hence, it is illegal to sell a home on the open market. 

Residents can trade with each other, sell to the govermnent, or buy from the government. 9 

To complement the principles established by the early laws, several strategies have been 

6 Interestingly, another way to avoid the hustle was when asked where l was from, I answered Canada. 
Whenever I did say that I was an American , people were much more excited, talkative, and tried harder to 
sell me something. However, when l said I was Canadian, they quickly lost interest in me. 
7 Interviews with several Havana Residents, July 2004 . Nearly everyone I talked to had lived in their home 
for several generations, or at least since the Revolution 
8 Interview with Havana Resident, July, 2004. 
9 Hamberg, Jill , "The Dynamics of Cuban Housing Policy," in Critical Perspectives on Housing, ed. By 
Rachel Bratt, Chester Hartman, and Ann Meyerson, Philadelphia: Temple University Press, 1986, 586-624. 
For the 1960 Urban Reform Law, see 589-592 . 
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implemented to address the shortage of decent housing. Among these are prefabrication, 

based on Yugoslavian and Soviet designs; self-help programs which provided residents 

with materials and technical assistance to do home improvements; and microbrigades, 

which are volunteer brigades that construct public housing, as well as schools and 

clinics. 10 

As a result of the Embargo and the Special period, the results of these programs 

have been mixed. Early reforms were extremely successful, and Havana still lacks favelas 

and shantytowns. 11 However, from the mid-sixties on, policies were less effective. The 

experiment with Eastern European models of public housing has resulted in many 

unattractive and impractical concrete apartment buildings. Ill suited for tropical 

conditions, these projects are not the desired living arrangements for most Cubans. 

Alamar, located just east of Havana, is large-scale complex of these prefabricated 

housing blocks that 150,000 people call home. Most residents were moved to Alamar 

after their homes in Havana either collapsed or were condemned. Many live there on a 

temporary basis until another house in Havana proper becomes available. As a result of a 

weak social network, crime is higher in these projects and they suffer from utility 

malfunctions far more frequently. 12 

Self-help and microbrigade programs have been suffering from a chronic shortage 

of building materials. One resident explained the careful line one had to walk in obtaining 

IO Scarpaci, et al., Havana: Two Faces of the Antillean Metropolis, Chapel Hill: University of North 
Carolina Press 2002, pp 131-167; 196-233. 
11 The absence of favelas (slums) has as much to do with government restrictions on migration. These 
policies have kept Havana from growing exponentially in the ways that other Latin American primate 
cities, such as Lima, Peru, have. See Scarpaci, et al, 241. ln the 1950's, Lima and Havana had comparable 
population size and ·growth rates. Since then Havana has doubled in population, while Lima has increased 
seven fold. 
12 fnterview with Havana Resident, July 2004. This person lived in Alamar for eight years before returning 
to Habana Vieja. He gave me an extensive tour of Alamar. 
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building materials on the black market. Since only dollars can obtain spare materials, 

authorities will ask where the dollars are coming from. As a result, the residents avoid 

getting official permits for improvements. This then puts the resident in jeopardy if it is 

discovered that not only are they obtaining black market income and materials, but they 

are doing it without a permit as well! 13 

The microbrigades have been hindered by materials shortages, low morale, and 

poor planning. Some of the apartment buildings in Alamar can take up to 14 years to 

complete! 14 In addition, resources have been diverted to restoring historic buildings in 

Habana Vieja. The idea here is to improve the historic districts to attract tourism. As a 

result, residential improvements have received less attention. As a result, many Havana 

residents have to rely on their own resourcefulness to improve their basic living 

conditions . 

The Resourceful Residents 

Over this socialist housing arrangement, tight social networks have developed. 

The most intriguing part of this whole concept is that since the Special Period, informal 

economic patterns have developed over these social networks and patterns. 15 This is most 

exemplified by the trade of the jineteros . Jineteros bring tourists into pa/adores (private 

restaurants) and casas particulares, and the jineteros receive a kickback for bringing in 

business. Essentially, these are informal travel agents that can book you a room, board, 

car rental , cigars, and- unfortunately- very friendly girls. The Havana twist is that all of 

13 1nterview with Havana Resident, Colon, July, 2004 . 
14 Interview with Havana Resident, Alamar, July, 2004. 
15 "The Special Period in Time of Peace" is the regime's name for the years following the collapse of the 
Soviet Union in 1991 . The loss of the prefe rential economic arrangement with the Eastern B Joe caused 
great economic difficulties for Cuba. 
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these contacts are life-long neighbors, relatives, friends and acquaintances. The owner of 

a palador babysat for the jinetero who is now bringing clients in, or the owner of the casa 

particular went to school with the jinetero 's father. The social network provides the 

necessary contacts for a very vibrant underground tourist (i.e., dollar) industry to thrive. 

This economy functions to provide for those things that the state and state 

employment are falling short on. While everyone has the basics meagerly covered, there 

are many creature comforts that the rations do not supply enough of. Everyday items such 

as soap, deodorant, aspirin, sunscreen, as well as the thing that all people love to have: 

some disposable income. These items have to be acquired outside of the system. 

Essentially, this economic picture draws analysis from James Scott's Seeing Like a 

State. 16 Scott illustrates how the scientific grand planning of anything from forests to 

cities often leaves gaping holes that only local customs and pla1ming can fill. The 

inability of the centrally planned economy to adequately supply the demands and needs 

of the population has resulted in a local, microlevel approach to solutions that do not 

necessarily have a blueprint spelled out, but compensate for the shortcomings of 

macrolevel planning. 

This economy is not only oriented towards the tourists, but internally as well. In 

one building that I stayed in, and old man down the hall sold rum to neighbors. The 

customer had to bring his or her own container, and the vendor accepted pesos as well as 

dollars. 17 One friend of mine was a black-market satellite TV provider. He picked up a 

pirate satellite signal out of Puerto Rico. Residents in his building paid a monthly charge 

to have him hook up their TVs to the satellite receiver in his apartment. The only 

16 Scott, James, Seeing Like a State, New Haven: Yale University Press, 1998. 
17 Interview with Havana Resident, July 2004. 
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drawback is that they have to watch what he is watching, so they came up with a sort of 

community TV viewing schedule to coordinate programming.18 

Social Strata of Neighborhoods 

Another aspect of this particular neighborhood role in economic patterns is made 

all the more interesting by elements of continuity that bridge pre and post Revolution 

Havana. The Cuban Revolution aimed to break down the class barriers that had so long 

privileged the clases econ6micas and hindered the clases populares. Housing reform was 

one such tool to limit that gap. Cubans were given ownership of the homes they rented, 

speculation was ended, and owners of rental property forfeited that property. Going 

further, as upper and middle class Cubans fled the island, poor Cubans, often former 

household servants, took up residents in these abandoned homes in the posh districts such 

as El Cerro, Miramar, and Vedado. 

In addition, formerly decrepit neighborhoods were rehabilitated. Prostitution was 

ended, drug use curtailed, and infrastructure improvement initiated. The neighborhood of 

my study, Colon, was a neighborhood of ill repute prior to the Revolution. Brothels, 

opium dens, and crime profitably plagued this neighborhood as rich tourists indulged 

their vices. Despite the fact that the Revolution cleaned up the "bad" neighborhoods and 

sought to level out the "good" neighborhoods, the pre-Revolution distinctions have 

remained. Whenever I encountered a person in Habana Vieja, Vedado, or Miramar and 

told them I was staying in Colon, the reaction was often a negative one. They referred to 

18 I was able to accompany my friend and his business partner as they made their rounds to make sure the 
service was working for all of their customers. 
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the people in Colon as "gente mal," or "gente marginal." 19 They talked of the drug 

problems and licentiousness of the residents in a most disdainful manner. One resident of 

Colon referred to his neighbors as "gente lamentos."20 These "bad neighborhoods" are 

also where illegal migrants form eastern Cuba live and hide form the authorities.21 These 

sentiments were extended to the residents of the districts of Jesus Maria and Atares. 

Conversely, my acquaintances in Colon would refer to people in Vedado and 

Miramar as "gente de clase," or as "nine to fivers. "22 Prior to the Revolution, these 

neighborhoods were middle and upper class bastions. It appears that these middle class 

social traits- similar to North American middle class traits- have continued. Residents of 

Colon explained that these neighborhoods were "muy tranquil," and that most people 

2" went to work, came home and watched TV. J Indeed, the streets were much emptier and 

far less lively in these districts than in Colon. This is a curious situation. Despite the ways 

in which the Revolution- and the emigration of the clases econ6micas- redrew the lines of 

physical class distinctions in Havana, those same distinctions have survived and 

flourished. Even in a socialist society, you can still be from the wrong side of the tracks. 

Going further, the various proj ects and policies implemented to construct new housing 

and repair old housing have had little to no affect on these distinctions. Ultimately, the 

answer to my research question was that there was no effect on neighborhood distinctions 

as a result of housing policies, or the Revolution for that matter! The microlevel 

19 "bad people," or "marginal people." 
20 Interview with Havana Resident, Colon, July 2004, "a lamentable people." (my translation) 
21 Interview with Havana Resident, Cayo Hueso, July 2004 . 
22 Interview with Havana Resident, Colon, July 2004 , "people of class" or "classy people." 
23 lnterview with Havana Resident, Colon , July 2004, "very peaceful," or "very quiet." 
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characteristics withstood the implementation of macro level policies and social 

engineering- touche James Scott, touche ! 

Clearly, there is much more sociological work needed to fill out and expand upon 

these observations. Many more questions can be drawn out that deal with the peculiarities 

of the Special Period in Time of Peace, the second coming of tourism to Cuba, as well as 

the relative state of socialist conciencia. This does not detract from the fact, however, that 

it is clearly evident that the Cuban Revolution has failed to create a "new man" or a new 

conciencia.24 I imagine that Che Guevara would be deeply perturbed at the sight of 

Cubans peddling his image to German, Canadian, and Italian tourists, as well as 

American graduate students. 

Indeed, the housing situation in general has not played out as it was planned. 

While every Cuban has a home, many of Havana's buildings are collapsing and the 

infrastructure- much of it dating from the 1920' s.:. cannot handle current needs 

effectively. Public housing projects are slow going and often depressing. Most funds, 

materials, and labor are currently being diverted to rehabilitation projects in Habana 

Vieja (Old Havana) in order to attract more tourists. The prefabricated housing blocks of 

Alamar lack the vivacity and color that so many people associate with Cuban culture-

although it thrives in the established urban centers~ neither socialism nor the embargo has 

taken that away. Despite this , as one Colon resident remarked, "Aqui, nadie vive en una 

favela."25 Indeed, Havana certainly looks better than the shantytowns of Nogales, 

Mexico. 

24 Guevara, Ernesto Che; El Soc ialismo y El Hombre en Cuba, Pathfinder Press 1992. 
25 Interview with Havana Resident, July 9, 2004 . "Here, no one lives in a slum." (my translation) 
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Without a doubt, these observations must be framed by the time. The Soviet 

Union had been gone for thirteen years, and Cuba had struggled its way through what had 

become known as the Special Period in Time of Peace. The loss of Soviet sponsorship 

was more than the loss of a preferential trading partner. For the first time since Columbus 

and the Spaniards took control five hundred years prior, Cuba was truly on its own in the 

world. First a colony of Spain, then a colony in everything but name under the United 

States, and then a beneficiary of Soviet foreign policy, Cuba had always had a foreign 

power directly responsible- for better or worse- for its economic, military, and social 

viability. While 1959 had taken Cuba closer to self-sufficiency, it needed the Soviet 

Union to protect it from aggression, and then to shore up its economic position in the face 

of the U.S. Embargo. 

Indeed these are new times for Cuba. Unfortunately, the United States 

Government, now under the Bush Administration, has continued to use the policies of old 

times. U.S. policy from the Embargo to the so-called Cuban Democracy Act has served 

Castro's political interests more than it has hurt. Furthermore, while Cuban society is 

ready for a change, it is change that must come from within. The people living in Cuba 

now must decide their own fate after Fidel Castro, or the mistakes of the past will surely 

manifest themselves in new ways. While Fidel Castro is not Jose Marti, it can be at least 

hoped that Cuba will emerge ready, able, and willing to be a sovereign nation for all. 
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Appendices 

Appendix I 

The Platt Amendment, 1903 1 

Article I. The Govermnent of Cuba shall never enter into any treaty or other compact 
with any foreign power or powers which will impair or tend to impair the independence 
of Cuba, nor in any manner authorize or permit any foreign power or powers to obtain by 
colonization or for military or naval purposes, or otherwise, lodgment in or control over 
any portion of said island. 

Article II. The Govermnent of Cuba shall not assume or contract any public debt to pay 
the interest upon which, and to make reasonable sinking-fund provision for the ultimate 
discharge of which, the ordinary revenues of the Island of Cuba, after defraying the 
current expenses of the Government, shall be inadequate. 

Article III. The Government of Cuba consents that the United States may exercise the 
right to intervene for the preservation of Cuban independence, the maintenance of a 
government adequate for the protection of life, property, and individual liberty, and for 
discharging the obligations with respect to Cuba imposed by the Treaty of Paris on the 
United States, now to be assumed and undertaken by the Government of Cuba .... 

Article V. The Government of Cuba will execute, and , as far as necessary, extend the 
plans already devised, or other plans to be mutually agreed upon, for the sanitation of the 
cities of the island, to the end that a recurrence of epidemic and infectious diseases may 
be prevented, thereby assuring protection to the people and commerce of Cuba, as well as 
to the commerce of the Southern ports of the United States and the people residing 
therein .... 

Article VII. To enable the United States to maintain the independence of Cuba, and to 
protect the people thereof, as well as for its own defense, the Govermnent of Cuba will 
sell or lease to the United States lands necessary for coaling or naval stations, at certain 
specified points, to be agreed upon with the President of the United States. 

1 http: //www.mtholyokc .edu/acad/intrcl/fcros-pg.htrn 
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Appendix II 

The Sedition act of 17982 

SECTION 1. Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the United 
States of America, in Congress assembled, That if any persons shall unlawfully combine 
or conspire together, with intent to oppose any measure or measures of the government of 
the United States, which are or shall be directed by proper authority, or to impede the 
operation of any law of the United States, or to intimidate or prevent any person holding 
a place or office in or under the government of the United States, from undertaking, 
performing or executing his trust or duty, and if any person or persons, with intent as 
aforesaid, shall counsel, advise or attempt to procure any insurrection, riot, unlawful 
assembly, or combination, whether such conspiracy, threatening, counsel, advice, or 
attempt shall have the proposed effect or not, he or they shall be deemed guilty of a high 
misdemeanor, and on conviction, before any court of the United States having 
jurisdiction thereof, shall be punished by a fine not exceeding five thousand dollars, and 
by imprisonment during a term not less than six months nor exceeding five years; and 
further, at the discretion of the court may be ho] den to find sureties for his good 
behaviour in such sum, and for such time, as the said court may direct. 

SEC. 2. And be it farther enacted, That if any person shall write, print, utter or publish, or 
shall cause or procure to be written, printed, uttered or published, or shall knowingly and 
willingly assist or aid in writing, printing, uttering or publishing any false, scandalous and 
malicious writing or writings against the govenm1ent of the United States, or either house 
of the Congress of the United States, or the President of the United States, with intent to 
defame the said government, or either house of the said Congress, or the said President, 
or to bring them, or either of them, into contempt or disrepute; or to excite against them, 
or either or any of them, the hatred of the good people of the United States, or to stir up 
sedition within the United States, or to excite any unlawful combinations therein, for 
opposing or resisting any law of the United States, or any act of the President of the 
United States, done in pursuance of any such law, or of the powers in him vested by the 
constitution of the United States, or to resist, oppose, or defeat any such law or act, or to 
aid, encourage or abet any hostile designs of any foreign nation against United States, 
their people or government, then such person, being thereof convicted before any court of 
the United States having jurisdiction thereof, shall be punished by a fine not exceeding 
two thousand dollars, and by imprisonment not exceeding two years. 

SEC. 3. And be it further enacted and declared, That if any person shall be prosecuted 
under this act, for the writing or publishing any libel aforesaid, it shall be lawful for the 
defendant, upon the trial of the cause, to give in evidence in his defence, the truth of the 
matter contained in Republication charged as a libel. And the jury who shall try the 
cause, shall have a right to determine the law and the fact, under the direction of the 
court, as in other cases. 

SEC. 4. And be it further enacted, That this act shall continue and be in force until the 
third day of March, one thousand eight hundred and one, and no longer: Provided, that 

2 http: //www.yale .edu/lawweb/avalon/statutes/sedact.htm 
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the expiration of the act shall not prevent or defeat a prosecution and punishment of any 
offence against the law, during the time it shall be in force. 

Appendix III 

The 1898 Declaration of the Spanish American War and the Teller Amendment3 

Joint resolution for the recognition of the independence of the people of Cuba, 
demanding that the Government of Spain relinquish its authority and government in the 
Island of Cuba, and to withdraw its land and naval forces from Cuba and Cuban waters, 
and directing the President of the United States to use the land and naval forces of the 
United States to carry these resolutions into effect. 

Whereas the abhorrent conditions which have existed for more than three years in the 
Island of Cuba, so near our own borders, have shocked the moral sense of the people of 
the United States, have been a disgrace to Christian civilization, culminating, as they 
have, in the destruction of a United States battle ship, with two hundred and sixty-six of 
its officers and crew, while on a friendly visit in the harbor of Havana, and can not longer 
be endured, as has been set forth by the President of the United States in his message to 
Congress of April eleventh, eighteen hundred and ninety-eight, upon which the action of 
Congress was invited: Therefore, 

Resolved, First. That the people of the Island of Cuba are, of right ought to be, free and 
independent. 

Second. That it is the duty of the United States to demand, and the Government of the 
United States does hereby demand, that the Government of Spain at once relinquish its 
authority and govermnent in the Island of Cuba and withdraw its land and naval forces 
from Cuba and Cuban waters. 

Third. That the President of the United States be, and he hereby is, directed and 
empowered to use the entire land and naval forces of the United States, and to call into 
the actual service of the United States the militia of the several States, to such extent as 
may be necessary to carry these resolutions into effect. 

Fourth. That the United States hereby disclaims any disposition or intention to exercise 
sovereignty, jurisdiction, or control over said Island except for the pacification thereof, 
and asserts its determination, when that is accomplished, to leave the government and 
control of the Island to its people. 

3 http: //www.sagehistory.net/worldpower/teller .html 
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